MUTABILITY AND LOW-DENSITY LANDSCAPES

Preface
This book is a collection of work complete in the design and research studios of the
architecture schools at Queen’s University Belfast (Atelier Architecturra Supperleggera) and
Hanzehogeschool University of Applied Sciences (Climate Adaptability).
Over the last year, we have been researching the nature of low-density landscapes in the
anthropocene. Globalisation and accelerated culture have blurred the lines between the urban
and the rural. The interest in this work is founded in the idea that the nature of these territories
is in tension between the traditional ways it is viewed compared with the contemporary ways it
interfaces with people, culture and climate. The mutability of these feature means that the way
in which we design,and research low-density landscapes requires an understanding of how we
can nudge them on new, desirable trajectories rather than resist the change.
In starting this work, we asked students to examine these controversies and nature of mutability
in the Lake District. Located in Cumbria, England, it was designated a World Heritage site in 2017,
qualifying for the continuity of traditional farming and local industry in a spectacular mountain
landscape. We were particularly interested in the relationship between these traditional values
and ideas of place with the effects of mass tourism, the arrival of global retailers and the ways
in which residents and government must mitigate and adapt to climate change.
At its core, the book sets out a framework for design practice in low-density landscapes that
accepts the rapid nature of change. Realms of mutability previously thought unthinkable
or imaginable are rapidly coming into focus, in particular, our climate. In order to respond
to climate change, new ways of designing for adaptable and resilient landscapes requires
radical solutions. The book shows this thinking through the design work of students in these
territories. We would like to thank them for their insights, hard work and immensely valuable
ideas collated in this book.
The Lake District is many things to different people; there is no one ways of viewing of
understanding the context. To one, it is the home of Ruskin and the literature presents a way
of viewing the natural landscape as escapist; to another, it is a playground for quad biking and
off-roading, the ground as a medium for enjoyment.
We hope that the method of practice and ideas presented in the Lake District can be utilised and
translated to other territories. Big questions are asked in relation to the future of low-density
regions, human settlement, technological adoption, cultural acceptances and economic justice
that enhances and preserves our natural environment.
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Northern NeitherLand explores the future of hyper low-density urbanism by studying the
productive and consumptive territories of the Lake District. It operates as a distributed,
networked landscape which generates intensity and production in different manners,
connected globally through varying lenses. It experiences fluxes and flows of occupation,
output and consumption directly connected to landscape and climate. These include the
cultural production of poets and writers – like William Wordsworth and Beatrix Potter – to
land intensive forms of traditional agricultural production.
The architecture design and research studios Atelier Architecturra Supperleggera (Queen’s
University Belfast) and Climate Adaptability (Hanzehogeschool University of Applied
Sciences) explored how the Lake District has developed, what shapes its operation and
how it is serviced by, or services, a landscape beyond it physical boundaries. While the focus
is on the Lake District, the work asks what can be learnt for other distributed, low-density
landscapes. As low-density regions, the projects examine the underlying networks, systems
and infrastructures which service unique forms of intensity. The subject of this work is how to
deal with the impacts of climate change, how to survive and produce more resources than one
needs in a low-density city. Is it land or city – neither; is it land or water – neither; is it neutral
of positive – neither; is it urban or nature – it is neither!
In many regions around the world, urban developments are forming a low-density city, in which
the boundaries between urban and rural fade. The old central and centralized city, from where
the decisions were made, and people in the rural areas were dependent on, evident in the
relationship between Groningen and their Ommeland, or the Lake District. They have been
replaced by a landscape that in its core is urbanized. A networked society connected through
a dense system of infrastructures, generating products and lifestyles that are urban in its core.
Even the farming in these areas has become industrial, robotisized and precise, just like an
industrial process of producing cars in a factory or plant. This new hyper low dense urbanized
landscape has to face two challenges instigated by climate change.
1. Direct impacts of climate change that need to be dealt with. The society in these landscapes
needs to adapt to these future changes, even though these are very uncertain. For this studio
we take the position of the most extreme expectations and respond to these. This could mean
responding to accelerated seal level rise, extreme heat stress and droughts, or dealing with
fires.
2. Indirectly the environmental conditions will change due to climate change. The way food,
energy and water is provided, generated or grown, is strongly dependent on these novel
conditions. The questions to be answered in this part are how we can give back more resources
(food-energy and water) than is used. The cycles are not only closed but made positive.
8

Landscapes of the Anthropocene
Our global, accelerated culture is present in all landscapes. No matter how romantic the
idea of the Lake District countryside, the presence of contemporary services, infrastructures,
industries and policies are evident. It is a landscape with a significant ecological footprint.
As it experiences the fluxes and flows of residents and visitors based on the seasons, so
does its ecological footprint. To keep it operating requires the arrival of resources via global
systems - much like any major city. Similarly, the resources of the Lake District are vital to other
places beyond its boundary. Most notable is Thirlmere’s importance to Manchester during the
industrial revolution. All the while, the veneer attempts to convey the rural, traditional and
romantic landscape of Wordsworth and Ruskin. Projecting to the world an image of English
heritage and culture connected to nature. The maintenance of this façade requires greater
efforts necessitating further environmental destruction.

>
Lakes infrastructure

The blurring of rural and urban goes beyond the excessive forces evident in the Lake
District. The reckoning of climate change means that the need to radically re-examine the
operationalisation and development of our low-density landscapes is required. While there
is a long history of industrialising and operationalising the rural context, it is often forgotten
amidst the public image so forcefully presented by councils and tourist bodies. The extraction
of slate and timber from the Lake District still visibly scares the landscape – some repurposed
in recent years for new, experiential economic activities. The material pallet of towns and
villages throughout the region evidences this further.
As architects and urbanists, delving below the veneer provides the most interesting answers
to the most challenging issues of a place. Visualising and representing what are not always
visible or possible to capture in reality, exposes new ways of viewing some of the biggest
problems we face. The impact of mobility on experience of towns and villages during peak
tourist seasons; the supply of food for a diverse – culturally and economically – set of residents
and visitors; the management of flooding and climate change. The flows of contemporary
food, water and energy resources move through this landscape via evident infrastructure. The
displaced landscapes often where the most notable environmental impacts are located. The
transient nature of these flow ensures cognitive dissonance between the residents and tourist
as consumer and the source of production, supply and disposal.
Presented here are ways that design can unlock the potential of mutable features in a territory.
Rather than stopping the inevitable tide of change brought by global systems and accelerated
culture, deflecting it towards desirable outcomes, requires a shifting of perspective. The
preservation of the veneer can only last for so long and the landscape of the anthropocene
require new codes and languages of operation that go beyond the urban-rural divide.
The book presents the initial researach on mapping controversies and the food-water-energy
nexus (FWE-nexus). It goes on to describe design propositions for the Lake District set around
the themes of culture, people and climate - the mutability of which is at stake. Each of these
themes addresses subnaratives which present big questions about the future.

9

Introduction

Mapping
Controversies
Through the parallel studios run at the universities, different approaches to research became
evident. In Atelier Architecturra Supperleggera (Queen’s University Belfast), the studio placed
a major emphasis on mapping controversies.
Architects and urbanists explore landscapes through a multitude of lenses in order to visualise
their characteristics. Underpinning this approach is a developed theoretical framework which
layers, translates, abstracts and extrapolates data and information of a place. The Lake District
is, despite its cultural and tourist depiction, a man-made landscape – intrinsically connected
to global systems and networks.
By visualising the natural geography, cultural connections and industrial activities which have
shaped and transformed the region over time, the method of exposing controversies allows
for the definition of a design challenge or brief. The purpose of this methodology is to remove
the designer from the solution area to focus solely on depicting the problem. Our mantra:
representing the problem is different from representing the solution. By removing the designer
from the solution space, tangential and interconnected issues can become embedded and
layered without narrowing the scope. Therefore, the process is one of divergent narratives,
but convergent information. Central to this mapping process is defining a way of seeing and
representing a territory. What is the theoretical underpinning of the lens through which you
view this area? What is the method of visualization you adopt? What architects, urbanists and
theorists do you lean on to further explore these themes?

1

(Dis)Placing Permanence in Staveley
Jason Crawford

2

The Metalanguage of Tilberthwaite
Riane Samir

3

Cartography of Fast Tourism in Bowness of
Windermere
Lenny Chipawa

4

The Collapse of Industrial Synergies and the
Invasion of Globalism in Ambleside
Karolina Dimitrova

5

Environmental and Economic Potential of
Grizedale
Chris Connolly

6

A Dynamic Flooding System and Connective
Node in Newby Bridge
Jessica Scott

The initial mapping methods looked at geographically constrained areas. The 2km by 2km
zones were selected because of their explicit thematic controversies which challenged the
viewer to look closer and deeper at the problem – which might lie in a different space or place.
Each designer mapped two zones meaning each zone was mapped twice by different authors.
The process aimed to expose different perspectives and controversies latent in the landscape
and for the interests or viewpoints of the authors to become apparent.
The following maps are a selection produced at the outset of the work. They were complete
before visiting the sites, a process which forced the author to be objective and remove emotive
experience of the site. However, once the student travelled to the sites, the maps were reflected
on. Notable, was how some of the maps produced explicit directions of travel for design briefs
and challenges while others were tangential or subtle.

>
Mapping Controversies in the Lake District
Zones in the Lake District where controversies
were mapped in order to understand and view
the landscape beyond the physical, geographic
characteristics.
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Dalton In Furness
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Thirlmere Aquaduct Comissioned - 1798.
542,250,000 litres extracted from Lake District daily.
96.6mile Pipeline to Greater Manchester.

A591 A Road - 1971.
92% of Tourists Travel by Car.
Voted most popular Road in United Kingdom - 2007.
Department for Transport 2018 - 15,079 Vehicles Daily
44,650,000 Tourists and Visitors by Vehicles Annually.
Est. 20,200,000 Vehicles Annaully.

Outdoor clothing and Equipment.
Herbal Medicines.
Catering Company.
Cafe / Bistro / Deli.
Chartered Surveyors.
Dance/Yoga Classes.
Engraving Service.
Ethical Charity.
Handmade Ingredients.
Brewery.
Outdoor Clothing.
Leadership Training Programs.
Cookery School.
Business Developer.
Business, Health, and Social Care.
Artist Workshops.
Artisan Bakery.
Rehabilitation Clinic.
Safety Equipment.
Motor Engineers.
Nursery.
Herbal Medicines.
Medical Advice
Non - profit social enterprise.
Handcrafted Furniture.
UK's largest bike store.
Machine Engineering.
Interior Design.
Joinery Engineering.

Staveley Mill Yard formed into
Industrial Units
Post Modern Age - 1980s
Tool Handling Mill
Post Modern Age - 1950
Bobbin Mill
Industrial Revolution - 1800s
Wood Mill

Industrial Revolution - 1784
Cotton Mill
Modern Era - 1689
Sickle Mill

Craggy Wood - Privately Owned.
Reston Scar And Hugill Fell - Privately Owned.
The Heaning Wood -Privately Owned.
Broadgate Farm Woodland -Privately Owned.
Dorothy Farrers Spring Wood - Privately Owned.
Beckmickle Ing Wood - Woodland Trust
12th Century - Lake District 80% Forested.
2000 - Lake District 5% Forested.
2016 - Lake District 8% Forested.
Coppicing - 20 shoots per stump/10 feet apart. Est.
8,000 stumps per Arce.

High Middle Ages
Woolen Mill
Oxenholme to Windermere Line - 1847.
5-8% of Tourist Travel.
2,350,000 Toursits and Visitors by Railway Annually.

High Middle Ages - 1274
Fulling Mill

Several Periods of Glaciation
causing deposits of sands,
gravels and tills
Tertiary Period

Cretaceous Period

Jurassic Period

Sandstone

>

Triassic Period

(Dis)Placing Permanence in Staveley 1

Uplifting, faulting and folding

Permian Period

Carboniferous Period
Carboniferous Limestone
Mell Fell Conglomerate
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Environmental vs. Economic potential of Grizedale

Environmental and Economic Potential of Grizedale 5
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A Dynamic Flooding System and Connective Node in Newby Bridge 6
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FWE-Nexus
This new hyper low-density urbanized landscape has to face two challenges instigated by
climate change. Coping with the direct impacts of climate change. The society in these
landscapes needs to adapt to these future changes, even though these are very uncertain.
For this studio we take the position of the most extreme expectations and respond to these.
This could mean responding to accelerated sea level rise, extreme heat stress and droughts,
or dealing with fires.
Dealing with indirect variations and anomalies in environmental conditions due to climate
change. The way food, energy and water is provided, generated or grown, is strongly dependent
on these novel conditions. The questions to be answered in this part are how we can give back
more resources (food-energy and water) than is used. The cycles are not only closed but made
positive.
The research studio Climate Adaptability, at Hanze University of Applied Sciences, examined
questions related to the FWE-nexus in the context of climate change. These were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Energy 1: Is the current energy system in Lake District out of balance and why?
Energy 2: What was the change of local economy to tourism like in the Lake District and
what were the effects on the energy system in the current situation? (Measured and
compared with CO2 emissions)
Food 1: Why is the local food system in the Lake District so out of balance?
Food 2: Exposing the current food system, concerning farming, and look into the potential
of these topics to improve the system.
Water 1: Is the water system in the Lake District in balance?
Water 2: How will the area of Windermere be influenced by flooding?

The research presented here is the output of an intensive investigation of the interconnected
nature of the food-water-energy nexus. As climate, tourism, mobility and cultural mutability
takes hold of a territory, understanding how the impact of the dynamics will evolve is critical
to informing a sustainable future.
Each informed design propositions within the context of the Lake District presented throughout
the later part of the book. Evident through each of an idea of how territories must embody
mutability.
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1

Energy 1
Cornelia Cheaburu, Mike Luijrink, Ecem Vanlı,
Lars Ruiermans, Mart Lenis, Arno Boersma

2

Energy 2
Saba Mehdi, Jelmer Dootjes, Saeideh Sabani,
John Stuifzand, Richard Van der Zee, Chorech
Jageobi

3

Food 1
Dalma Lovasz, Youshua Bakker, Melek Bolat,
Sanne Dijkstra, Denise Oost, Simon Wittebol

4

Food 2
Joren Moorman, Ronald de Jong, Marita
Louwes, Femke Rinsma, Daniel Algra, Tiemen
Wittermans

5

Water 1
Esther Postma, Rachel Tillotson, Rik van der
Ploeg, Jacob Krol, Jordy Vijfschaft, Yasmin
Veenstra, Martin Groen, Jeoren Reekers

6

Water 2
Theo Brouwer, Victor Bruinen, Annelies Faber,
Julia Fronhlich, Davey de Nekker, Anne Taeke
Meijer, Nienke Veenhuis

>
Energy consumption spread in the Lake District 1
The average energy consumption is calculated per
square kilometre and split between urban or ruralbased use. 57% of all energy is consumed in primary
towns (grey area - 1,322km2) while 39% is used in
rural zones (green area - 1,040 km2) of the map. 4%
is used in the most isolated dwellings at the heart of
the national park.

Introduction

ENERGY 1

FWE-Nexus
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>

ake District. In the calculation, a diverse forest was used.in these periods, and how much
oodland cover is needed to sequestrate all the These maps show the ammount of woodnd cover in the 3 main periods of time,

Emissions to sequester carbon - potential and
requirements for the Lake District over time 2
The maps depict the current woodland and the
woodland area required to sequester the annual
ENERGYcarbon
2 emissions of the Lake District. Similarly,
the CO2 emissions per hectare are averaged across
three time periods with differing economic drivers.
It shows the ecological footprint of the Lake District
is far bigger than its area.
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>
Land Ownership in the Lake District 3
Ownership of land in the Lake District is diverse
and distributed. Complexity arises due to the
large variety of stakeholders who have differing
environmental and economic perspectives about
land use.

Food 1

FWE-Nexus
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FARMLAND AREA TYPE OF SOIL
The farmland in the Lake District is
mostly located around the edges of
the Lake District and around the
major infrastructure and water
bodies in the Lake District.

d 2

Mainly low quality soils are used for
farming.

>

Most of the farmland is used for agriculture. Small areas, mainly moderate quality soils, are used for horticulture.

Quality of soil types for farming 4
90% of the Lake District consists of low to very low
quality soils.The high till moderate soils are mainly
located around the edges of the national park. Soils
of low qaulity for farming are mainly acid loamy
soils. Peat soils make up most of the very lowquality soils.
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(Capital letter indicates soiltype.
The type of soil is described in the
graph showed on page 18)

Introduction

Food 2

AVERAGE FARM INCOME

The average Lake District farm is more profitable than the average LFA (hill-top) farm in the UK, but LD-farms recieve more su
scenario, LD-farms may lose their subsidy, leaving a Farm Business Income of just £11.445 per year.

<

>

Food 2

Farmland by soil type 4

Average farm income 4

The farmland in the Lake District is mostly located
around the edges of the national park and around
the major infrastructure and water bodies. Mainly
low quality soils are used for farming. Most of the
farmland is used for livestock. Small areas, mainly
moderate quality soils, are used for horticulture.
The capital letter indicate the soil type from the soil
quality map.

The average Lake District farm is more profitable
than the average LFA (hill-top) farm in the UK, but
LD-farms recieve more subsidy and with greater
operational costs. In a no-deal Brexit scenario,
LD-farms may lose their subsidy, leaving a Farm
Business Income of just £11.445 per year.

FWE-Nexus
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MAN-MADE WATERSYSTEM
Decentralization
Lake District has a population of 41,600inhabitants. Themajority of the po
- pulation is decentralised, meaning not connected to the centralised
water supply. This is because the bedrock underlying the area is too challenging to drill through and the population is too scarce for it to be
worthwhile. In- stead they rely on surface water collected from springs,
streams and rivers and groundwater collected from shallow wells and
boreholes.

WATER SUPPLY - DECENTRALISED
Lake District Population 41,600 Majority are decentralised

The cost of decentralised water is free; however, it is paid for with the
indi- viduals time, equipment and maintenance necessary to support
the private supply. In a sense it is also paid for with a continuous awareness of seaso- nal weather changes in preparation for flooding and
drought. In these in- stances, a backup supply may beneeded.

MAN-MADE WATERSYSTEM
Decentralization

Decentralised systems also create an awareness for any contaminants
or has a population of 41,600inhabitants. Themajority of the po
Lake District
pulation is decentralised, meaning not connected to the centralised
pollution in the area (including personal pollution) that may be-affecting
water
supply.
the water supply. This sense of responsibility for keeping the water clean This is because the bedrock underlying the area is too challenging to drill through and the population is too scarce for it to be
can be seen as having a positive ‘low impact’ on the surroundingworthwhile.
environ-In- stead they rely on surface water collected from springs,
streams and rivers and groundwater collected from shallow wells and
ment.
boreholes.

WATER SUPPLY - DECENTRALISED
Lake District Population 41,600 Majority are decentralised

An alternative to the decentralised system is to be connected to The
thecost
pubof decentralised water is free; however, it is paid for with the
viduals time, equipment and maintenance necessary to support
lic supply offered by United Utilities. Only a few areas aroundindiWinderprivate
mere, Thirlmere and Buttermere receive this supply because theythe
are
con- supply. In a sense it is also paid for with a continuous awareness of seaso- nal weather changes in preparation for flooding and
venient- ly in line with the public infrastructure.
drought. In these in- stances, a backup supply may beneeded.
Decentralised systems also create an awareness for any contaminants or
Thecost of a private supply is 10cper liter and in return the responsibilpollution in the area (including personal pollution) that may be affecting
ity and awareness is lifted off the individuals shoulders. United
the Utiliwater supply. This sense of responsibility for keeping the water clean
can beand
seen as having a positive ‘low impact’ on the surrounding environties ta- kes responsibility for all infrastructure, maintenance
ment.
treatment of the water. The effect of drought and flooding is not felt
when connected to the public supply and the individual’s pollution
is to the decentralised system is to be connected to the pubAn alternative
lic supply
not regulated. This distancing from the natural water system, can
have offered by United Utilities. Only a few areas around Windermere,
and Buttermere receive this supply because they are conlonger term negative impacts on the natural system, contributing
toThirlmere
its
venient- ly in line with the public infrastructure.
imbalance.
Thecost of a private supply is 10cper liter and in return the responsibility and awareness is lifted off the individuals shoulders. United Utilities ta- kes responsibility for all infrastructure, maintenance and
treatment of the water. The effect of drought and flooding is not felt
when connected to the public supply and the individual’s pollution is
not regulated. This distancing from the natural water system, can have
longer term negative impacts on the natural system, contributing to its
imbalance.

>

>

water 1
Water usage per person per household 5

water 1

The average water usage per person per household
is 154 litres per day. 63% of this usage goes
towards toilet use and showering. In comparison to
the Dutch, the typical English household does not
concern themselves a lot when it comes to water
usage. Very often, instruments like water saving
shower heads or water saving toilets are not used
or installed. There is no active awareness that they
need to save water. A Dutch person uses 120 litres
per day, which is 22% less then the average usage
in Lake District.

water 1

Decentralised water supply 5
Lake District has a population of 41,600 inhabitants.
The majority of the population is decentralised.
Therfore, they are not connected to a centralised
water supply. This is because the bedrock
underlying the area is too challenging to drill
through and the population is too distributed for
it to be worthwhile. Instead they rely on surface
water collected from springs, streams and rivers
and groundwater collected from shallow wells
and boreholes. Decentralised systems create
an awareness of seasonal changes (flooding or
drought), contaminants or pollution in the area
(including personal pollution) that may affect water
supply. This sense of responsibility for keeping
the water clean can be seen as having a positive
‘low impact’ on the surrounding environment. An
alternative to the decentralised system is to be
connected to the public supply offered by United
Utilities. Only a few areas around Windermere,
Thirlmere and Buttermere receive this supply
because they are conveniently in line with major
public infrastructure.
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TREME WEATHER PEHNOMENA OF WINDERMERE

<
e Lake District knows a history of extreme weather events. Because the focus of this research is on water this research only focuses on water-related crises.

ndermere is influenced by mostly rain. It causes the lake to rise and the village to flood. Besides, it is possible that flora and fauna will change, while plants
Land use, water courses and bedrock 6
and animals flee.The diagram shows the most important and influencing events from 1898, while it already experienced these before. In the past centuThe land use activities are often informed by soil
s Windermere ex- pierenced several floodings, heavy freezing periods and of course storms. When researching these extreme weather, it is shown that this
type, altitude and the relationship to water courses.
ecoming more frequent and worse in effects. It can be assumed that based on these findings, the extreme weather will continue with greater consequenThe typical uses have a close relationship to the
. It indicates that more needs to be researched in relation to the influences on the area.
bedrock and available water bodies.
<
water 2

Extreme weather events in the Lake District 6
The Lake District has a history of extreme weather
events - most notably, instances of major flooding.
In the past century, Windermere experienced
several flooding events, heavy freezing periods and
of course storms. The diagram shows the most
important since 1898 with evidence of increasing
frequency and intensity.

water 2

FWE-Nexus
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Hyper low-density territories are latent with new cultural attitudes to landscape, production,
heritage and industry. Ideals and attitudes shift over time and are informed by the historical
context to embody or disassociate oneself from the past. Our view of the rural condition is not
prioritised by the distribution of services and opportunity to new places, such as the rolling out
of fibre or the support of mass tourism for economic prosperity. Rather the archaic view of the
rural is characterised by visual and aesthetic consumption of landscape and culture.
Freezing a cultural attitude to a landscape can be problematic. The Lake District offers an
interesting example of such an issue. The tension between the farming practices for which
it gained World Heritage Status are solely for the purpose of retaining the designation. While
the devastation on the landscape continues, the productive and profitable value of the land is
limited. It is not to say it must be eradicated. Instead it needs new avenues of use and adaptation
that employ ideas of circularity and economic value. No longer will retaining the knowledge for
knowledge sake be enough, especially as young people migrate to intense urban centres in
search of economic opportunity.
Unlocking the mutability of heritage and industry requires low-density landscapes to be viewed
as systems and processes. Access to opportunities and services is critical to the long-term
sustainability of these regions. Therefore, future ideas of health care delivery and economic
activity require radical reshaping that are distributed and equitable. In some cases, new attitudes
to location-based activities and old forms of operation must be rethought to unlock transient,
mobile opportunities. By doing so, effective and efficient services to regions can be provided.
Similarly, the utilisation and staging of curated heritage and culture can act as key anchor points
for directing change. The arrival of the experience economy raises questions of authenticity and
the veil. Tourists and visitors to the Lake District bring with them significant challenges. What
does the ideal tourist look like? How can you get them to spend money in the region and support
the local economy? How can you make their experience memorable and valuable? What do
they do while they are there? There questions can be asked of many major tourist destinations.
Without being archaic or boring, the mutability of change must become unique, empowering and
caring to the landscape and environment.
Each of the projects here addresses concerns of health, heritage, industry and literature in the
Lake District. They express interconnecting attitudes to landscape reparation, tourism and the
future. They explore how new health services can both heal landscape and offer new forms
of treatment. They express how the future proofing of heritage can allow new experiential
engagement with the past. They craft future industry that is circular and process based. They
acknowledge history and experience of culture through literature that is deep, personal and
responsible.
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Health

Lifestyle. Technology. Wellbeing.

The projects seen here leverage the tension between a polluted, ravaged coastal landscape
of Sellafield and the natural, ecological terrain of the Lake District. Envisaging cyclical forms
of material use that clean the sea and the beaches while enabling the treatment of patients
is central. Blurring the lines between highly clinical forms of patient care with soft, natureoriented treatment provides comfort and relaxation in contrast to the tiring, taxing and
unpleasant forms of care provided now.

1

The Paradox of Nuclear Health: Infrastructure
and Health
James McMonagle

Low density landscape prove difficult to manage in a distributed territory. They rely on latent
infrastructure that can prove difficult and expensive to run. Proximity does not always equate
to speed of travel. As such, new forms of care provision envisage place-based utilisation of
resources, good and bad, for effective care. The output is connected to the utilisation and
provision of landscape for all, at all stages of need.
We question:

1

What does the future of health services in sparsely
populated regions look like and how is it provided?

2

How can the rural condition be leveraged for health and
well-being?

3

What local synergies and waste streams can be used for
the provision of health care and treatment?

4

How is healthcare changing?
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Culture

>
Re-connecting Health and Nature 1
The ambition of this project is to create a hybridised
system for healthcare treatment, embedded in a
landscape, with a new form of architecture that
utilises radioactive waste from Sellafield Nuclear
Power Station. This multi-layered architecture
enables cancer treatment and friendship through
a series of radioactive spa’s enabling a passive
treatment and a function for nuclear waste.
Nuclear waste dumped in to the Irish Sea is
contaminating the local beaches and coastline
along Cumbria and further. Throughout the history
of nuclear energy there has been no clear path as
what to do which this highly dangerous substance
once it leaves the reactors core, plans are to bury
the material and forget about it for centuries till it
becomes ‘safe’.
Nuclear bricks form the control modules holding the
radioactive material in a stable and usable material.
Nuclear bricks are then used to form architectural
spaces that provide treatment and relations for
those suffering from cancer.
Cleansing the environment and treatment of the
human body enable a new hybridised system
between two industries normally not thought of
being compatible.

Health
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>
The Paradox of Healthcare 1
Current cancer treatments methods are
physically, emotionally and psychologically
taxing. They take place in artificial spaces
that can be loud, unwelcoming and distressful
while often a long way from home. Integrating
access to nature with treatment seeks to aid
the mental and physical well-being of the
patient that allows them to come to terms
with their care and needs. By reusing a toxic
waste at the periphery of the national park, and
utilising it for targeted cancer treatment, the
hospital moves into the natural environment.
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<
Secluded Treatment Walks
Generally, treatment can take between 2-3 hours, as
well as the time required to travel between home
and the hospital adding an additional 5 hours in the
relation of the Lake District.
The mechanism of radioactive pillars in the
environment provides both the treatment and an
escapism into nature treating both body and mind.
>
Nuclear Swim
Too much rest can lead to loss of body function
and muscle weakness. New research reveals the
benefits of leisure and remaining active throughout
the day. Swimming allows guests to achieve their
required exercise while ensuring both the relevant
treatment is administered and removing all
unnecessary stress.
The use of the nuclear bricks generates a radiated
environment providing the guests with both activity
and retreat.

Health
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Heritage

Community. Conservation. Ecology.

Here projects have explored the notion of a mutable heritage in a low-density
landscape. Informing the trajectory of heritage, and creating future heritage, are at
stake. Crafting projective and future oriented ideas ensures generations to follow are
not starved of current notions and ideas of occupying these low-density landscapes.
Mutability is therefore seen as a necessity; otherwise the prevalence of staged and
performed heritage reduce knowledge building and value creation.
Sustainable and ecological ideas of heritage in architecture and urban planning
is complex. The use of localised materials ensures lower embodied carbon in
construction; how long these materials last and their efficient application for new ways
of living requires consideration. The conflict between heritage in form versus heritage
in material must also be negotiated. That is, if it looks the same as contemporary
heritage, but made of new materials, is that agreeable? Or if it is of the same materials
but of radical form, is that agreeable? Policy and collective conversation affects these
views and shapes our built heritage in a significant way.

1

The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage
within a Self-Replicating Landscape
Jason Crawford

2

Destination Anthropocene Park: Architecture
and the Tourism Experience
Lenny Chipawa

3

Wordsworthian Tourism in the Dudden Valley
in Synergy with Nature
Darren Lynass

4

In-Between the Stones
Sanne Dijkstra

We ask:

1

What is deemed of value and who deems it so?

2

What does a ‘future classic’ look like?

3

How do we craft future heritage?

4

What does it offer to residents and visitors?
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Culture

>
Trajectory of the Rural Ecology - Atmospheric
Collage 1
This drawing is a conceptual depiction of Cumbria’s
perceived landscape and the exposed reality of
contamination, overuse and the protection of
heritage through outdated policies. Over time
the Lake District has become an increasingly
industrialised landscape which has remained
progressively static to the changes in the 21st
century.
The existing policy framework, which has remained
fixed and non-adaptive in preventing further erosion
and exploitation is inadequate for today’s cultural
and consumer demands involving increased intermodal transportation, dependency on globalised
exports, lifestyle and technology.

Heritage
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17.

<
Homeostatic Preservation,
Consumption 1

Production

and

The jarring tension between the conservation and
preservation of built heritage in the villages of the
Lake District with the arrival of global, multinational
brands. Questions of authenticity and value creation
for the residents emerge. What makes a good
tourist? How is money spent in the Lake District?
How effective is the use of heritage buildings?
>
The Vernacular Museum of New Typologies 1
The crafting of future heritage is proposed in a
cascading policy-scape. While new typologies
emerge, they are underpinned by the material
heritage of the landscape. The reuse and adaptation
of materials feeds new forms of construction,
thereby creating new economic and knowledge
value while forming future heritage.

Heritage
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<
Symbolising the Deep Lake District 1
Depicting the landscape as self-sufficient and
picturesque. The Deep Lake District engages with
authentic ideas of culture and heritage. This is the
honey pot, where tourists pay for a close engagement
with the landscape and forms of industry associated
with the Romanticism period.

Depicting a Self-Sufficient and Picturesque Landscape
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Symbolising the Deep Lake District
XXXIII. The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage within a Self-Replicating Landscape

Culture

>

>

Engaging with the Natural Landscape

The Community Workshop in the Deep Lake District

Working in the Deep Lake District 1

Working in the Deep Lake District

XXXII. The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage within a Self-Replicating Landscape

1
Residing in the Deep Lake
District
Residing
in the Deep Lake District
XXXI. The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage within a Self-Replicating Landscape

Engaging with the landscapes of production and
residual green space in the Deep Lake District.

Heritage

The Community Workshop in the Deep Lake District
that allows citizens and visitors to interact with and
learn new forms of industry for future heritage and
economic activity.
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<
World Heritage Features of the Lake District
National Park 2
The United Nations Educational. Scientific and
Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) awarded the
Lake District World Heritage Status in 2017
for: its distinctive, natural beauty; the unique
fusion between the landscape and agro-pastoral
culture; and, for its contribution to notable literary
movements.
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Culture

>
Coniston Valley in the World Heritage Bid 2
The bid for World Heritage Status emphasised the
notable features of the Coniston Valley because
of the natural, industrial and cultural features,
including Coniston Water, Coppermines and
Beatrix Potter’s farm. It is a charged landscape of
historical and contemporary significance.

Heritage
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Pull factors for visitors
Cultural attractions

42%

Low crime rates

52%

32%

17%
27%
25%

Variety of sites

24%
22%

Natural beauty

19%
22%

Accessibility

15%
18%

Cuisine

14%
12%

Climate

13%

Cosmopolitan culture
5%

Film locations
Sporting events

22%

9%

4%

10%

Modes of transport
Ferry/ Boat

1%
2%

Owned vehicle

1%

15%

Domestic flight

3%
2%

6%
4%

Private coach/bus

6%
8%

Rental vehicle

9%
8%

Public transport (rural)
Train (Rural)

26%
28%

42%

67%

Taxi hire

32%

Public transport (urban)

53%

Social media on holiday
35%

Do not use social media on holiday

29%

To help you plan where to go

23%
23%

Recommendations for places to eat

22%

30%

To post / upload photos of my holiday

21%

39%

Keep in touch with people at home

18%

44%

To let people know where I am

14%

25%

13%

29%

Share with others what I’m doing
Ask for advice on what to do

12%

20%

19%

Share my own advice about visiting…

11%

Japanese

All tourists

VisitBritain. (2019). Japan. [online] Available at: https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en/markets/japan [Accessed 26 Nov. 2019].

10%

5%

10%

Newcastle's bars

London's West End

Bath’s Roman baths

12%

11%

13%

12%

Cotswold villages

Scottish Highlands

Yorkshire's moors

Harry Potter studio

14%

13%

Have fish & chips

London's Oxford Street

15%

14%

16%

16%

Chatsworth House

Snowdon

Premier League match

London Shard

Edinburgh castle

Cruise in the Lake District

Try english tea

Buckingham Palace

20%

18%

24%
38%

The Northwest,
which includes
Cumbria &
Lancashire) has
the highest
percentage of the
overall nights
stayed by Japanese
visitors after
London and the
Southeast.

4%

1%
8%

0.2%

2%

2%
This correlates with statistical
analysis which indicates that
cruising in the Lake District is the
third most popular option of
recreation for inbound tourists from
Japan.

1%

4%

7%

4%

15%

52%

>

>

VisitBritain. (2019). Japan. [online] Available at: https://www.visitbritain.com/gb/en/markets/japan [Accessed 26 Nov. 2019].

Wordsworthian based Tourism in Cumbria 3
The popularity of Wordsworthian locations based
on his writings and contemporary, geolocated
image uploads to Flickr and Instagram by residents
and visitors.
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Tourism Incentives & Japanese Tourism in the
U.K. 3
The location and incentives that drive Japanese
tourism in the U.K. each year. Their school curriculum
placed emphasise on the early writing of William
Wordsworth.

Culture

<
Proposition: The Future of the Dudden Valley 3
The Lake District poet William Wordsworth wrote
of the desire for immortality in many of his works
through different metaphors, most notably in
his poem ‘Daffodils’ which is a favourite among
Japanese tourists to the District. In expressing the
impermanence of nature via his literature, Japanese
tourists travel to the Lake District to recapture this
sentiment. Accommodations often fail to be in
balance with nature, and tourists cannot engage
responsibly with the natural beauty of the district
via current interventions. The most neglected of
Wordsworth’s work, the Duddon river sonnets,
feature a pristine valley whose body of water can
perhaps allow a new mechanism of engagement
between human and nature, synergising the local
ecosystem to benefit both tourist and the local
flora/fauna. In creating a synergy of the natural and
built environments, a holistic intervention based in
harmony with nature shall truly have a form that
“remains, the function never dies”.

Heritage
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<
Forgotten Monuments - Stone Circles positioned
at Ennerdale Water 3
Celebrating the forgotten monuments within the
landscape. The stone circles at Ennerdale Water are
ceremonial, their orientation reflecting the summer
and winter solstice. The project aims to connect
visitors with this notable heritage and past, critically
engaging visitors with the wider context and
seasonal importance to livelihoods.

Forgotten monument

<

small but impressive stone circle

Collage indicating the Entrance 3
The collage reflects the moment of transition into
the ground.

Ennerdale Bridge

Ennerdale Water

The remote West of the Lake District

Model
<
Model of accommodation 3
Set within the ground, the accommodation for
visitors sits on the summer and winter solstice axis.
It is a place or rest and reflection a short distance
from the monuments.
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Culture

Situation
summer solstice

parking
fall equinox

Fast route

resting viewpoints
spring equinox
Solar alignment

winter solstice

meditative walk 0,5km

Slow route

entrance

stone bench

accommodation
ceremony

>

Functions
Resting
point | solar aligned | integrated in landscape

Proposed Site Plan 3
GSEducationalVersion
GSEducationalVersion
GSEducationalVersion

The interventions situate themselves in the
landscape in locations that reflect the astronomical
axes which were important to ceremonies that once
took place here. The travelling between view points
has resting points in order to reflect on the journey
and to view the wider landscape.

Heritage
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gravel path

Industry

Economy. Technology. Tradition.

The legacy of industry in the Lake District has left notable scares on the landscape
and holes in economies. The impact of globalisation on local trade and crafts is
evident. The reliance on servicing local needs from multi-national brands is seen
in the villages of Ambleside and Windermere. However, new forms of industry and
craft are emergent based on reducing the ecological footprint of the region, providing
self-sufficiency and utilised local synergies and waste streams. These are important
elements to creating circular economies that reduce material waste while providing
valuable economic opportunities. Many low-density regions rely in singular forms of
economic activity. Diversifying and specialising is new models of industrial activity
can prove resilient and ecological.

1

Heritage of Future Past: Productive Cities
Karolina Dimitrova

2

The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage
within a Self-Replicating Landscape
Jason Crawford

We ask:

1

How can future industry employ circular principles?

2

What are the ways of increasing the value of industrial and
craft activities?

3

Can ideas of historical industries be utilised?

4

Are there ways of synergising industrial activities that take
place in a territory?

5

Do low-density landscapes require self-sufficiency?

>
Productive Landscape and
Potential Development Network 1
Examining the proximity of inhabitation, the
latent potentials of the landscape and connective
networks/infrastructures. The project is concerned
with the synergies that can be drawn from a cultural
heritage context. It imagines an alternative future
that aims to respond to the complexities of the foodwater-energy nexus and questions the influence of
globalism on the authenticity of our current heritage
sites.
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<
The Future Past of the Anthropocene FEW-nexus
- cultural legacy and the UNESCO World Heritage
Status 1
The approach critiques without sentimentality the
current UNESCO Heritage system and the Lake
District cityscape while looking for a reflection of
how its contemporary form can be reconciled in the
context and complexity of the FWE-nexus.
>
The Future Past of the Anthropocene FEW-nexus
- food and synergistic local economies 1
The framework revitalises and regenerates the local
environment to create a green nexus of production
and consumption. The proposal provides recreation,
education and cultural enhancing facilities. Acting
as an ecological corridor, the strategy performs
as a living filter actively improving the deteriorated
conditions and services of the Lake District and
specifically the area of Lake Windermere. The
proposal aims to improve the state of the local
micro-economies in a structure that is able to
support food and energy production while protecting
habitat ecology and heritage preservation.

Industry
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Culture
Paper
Manufacturing

Limestone
Mining

Linen and Flax

Lead and Zinc
Manufacturing

Iron Mining

Fulling Mill

Farming

Cotton Mill

Copper Mining

Coal Mining

Corn Mill

Charcoal
Manufacturing

Bobbin Mill

Barytes Mining

Brewing

Pottery
Manufacturing

Ports and
Harbour
Construction

Nuclear Energy

Lime Burning

Iron and Steel
Manufacturing

Gypsum

Gunpowder
Manufacturing

Gasworks

Footwear
Manufacturing

Electricity

Chemical
Manufacturing

Canal
Construction

Brick
Manufacturing

Aviation

Industry
Cumbria County History Trust - Site Analysis.
Industrial History of Cumbria - Industrial Activity.
National Trust - Woodland Coppicing.
Visit Cumbria - Industrial History.

Map Sources:

Water and
Sewage Supply

Woodland
Industries

Wool
Manufacturing

Tanning

Slate Mining

Salt Mining

Quarrying

Pencil Making

<

Ideological Industries 2

A taxonomy of historical
industries in the Lake District.

52
and
contemporary

V1I. Northern Neitherland

Ideological Industries

Wad

Wolfram

Telecommuncations

Tile-Making

Shipbuilding

Road
Construction

Railway
Construction

Potash Kilns

Low-density landscapes prove to be challenging the way we live during anthropocene.
This book addresses four notable areas of change: services; mobility; policy; and,
tourism. They are different in nature but require new paradigms in the way they are
conceived to allow mutability that can be effective and of value. Similarly, sustainable
and ecological principles must be firmly embedded at their centre. Currently, the way we
travel, conduct tourism, implement policies and deliver vital services and utilities is not
only expensive but detrimental to our environment.
Of interest here is how design practice can reshape the way we live in the rural condition.
The proposals offer spatial ideas about adapting landscape, infrastructure and policy,
but the key outcome is to effect how we inhabit our homes and town and how we
imagine and use our infrastructure. New forms of mobility require cultural adaptation.
No longer do we require private mobility. Can leverage the rise of the sharing economy
instead? No longer is speed of tourism desirable. Can slow and close engagement with
people and place become the new norm?
The biggest challenges facing tourism and mobility of one of volume, independence
and time. Similarly, it affects the delivery of services. While distances between places in
these terrains is minimal as the crow flies, often natural geography – lakes and fells –
create time intensive movement between key nodes on our daily lives. Mobility requires
smarter forms of delivery that looks at the lifecycle impact and can cater for the fluxes
and flows of need on a daily and annual basis. Similarly, how to best manage peoples
time is paramount in a speedy society. Parents often have to spend hours in a vehicle
each day, moving children from school to activities to events, and home. Providing
capabilities to connect communities and social networks is vitally important while at
the same time unlocking added hours for the well-being of those typically driving.
For tourism, seasonality and the fluctuation of volume is a major challenge. How can
one justify infrastructure for the maximum volume when its trajectory is continually
facing up and when peak volume is only a few weeks in a year? Therefore, the future of
our infrastructure requires a smarter way of dealing with peak flows and troughs. This
also requires ways in which to deal with individual choice and distribution. How can the
wealth and tourist numbers be shared throughout a region? Is that fair? Similarly, what
does the ideal tourist look like? The average expenditure of the typical day visitor to the
Lake District is a few pounds. Therefore, the consumption of nature is exploitative of
local services and businesses. The projects presented here aim to rethink models of
operation and delivery of value.
Policy is often seen as the primary driver of development and mutability. However,
questions remain about who shapes it and to what end. Similarly, is policy nuanced
enough to cover a large, low-density region that faces different economic, societal and
environmental challeneges across its various locations? As such, the formation of a
more strategic policy framework requires the capturing of the complexity of issues at
hand. These are: How heritage is dealt with? How to craft new industry? How does the
global and local interface? The formulation of strategic policy can radically shape our
built environments and it is a realm where, often, not enough design thinking is applied.
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Services

Energy. Food. Water

The following section looks at how infrastructures, utilities and commodities are
managed across a distributed landscape. Often, we invest huge amounts of money
and materials in infrastructures that cover large distances and are used infrequently
- by seasonal residents, for example. These ideas of infrastructure provide ‘lockin’ to forms of food, water and energy production and delivery that is not flexible
or mobile enough in an age of just-in time processes. The projects here exploit a
light-touch approach to how we view the use of commodities, utilities and services
in these territories. They look at a systems approach that allow synergies to exploit
new forms of economic and industrial activity which pay for new, sustainable forms
of development.

1

Smart Grid: Architecture in an Autonomous
Landscape
Riane Samir

2

The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage
within a Self-Replicating Landscape
Jason Crawford

3

Hydrospine: The Interface between the Lake
District and its Water
Apurva Lengade

4

High Wray Heat Farm
Lars Ruinemans

We ask:

5

Arm of the Dry Village
Jordy Vijfschaft

1

How do utilities and infrastructure reach remote, seasonal
homes?

2

What forms of infrastructure are required to accommodate
changing ways of life?

3

How can we reduce the material redundancies and
financial expenditure of contemporary infrastructure?

4

What does a distributed, autonomous infrastructure look
like?

5

How can the provision of utilities and commodities in the
21st Century be smart and waste free?
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People

>
The Landscape is a System 1
Smart Grid explores what can be achieved when we
unlock the true potentials of mobility, systems, flows
and circularity. In a complicated world, threatened
by continual global crisis, we continue to function
in the most unsustainable ways. The way in which
we attain everyday commodities such as electricity,
water, food and heat was developed at a time
when this technology was limited. Infrastructure
was created to support these systems, causing
technological lock-in. As a result, our landscapes
are plagued with this infrastructure that is both seen
and unseen, becoming such a common occurrence
that we are numb to it.

Services
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>
Master Plan for Regional and Local Distribution
Network 1
Cascading from the global to regional and local
supply of commodities and resources requires the
location of nodes between scales. The masterplan
envisages distribution and resupply centres to
be spread throughout the landscape to ensure
food, water, energy and waste can be collected,
distributed and processed effectively using
autonomous vehicles and existing road networks as
the connective tissue.
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People

>

>
The Car, the skin, the house 1

The Future of Vernacular Architecture 1

Conceptualising utility and commodity provision to
the home in a distributed landscape. Connecting
the house with 20th Century infrastructure requires
significant material requirements that are often
quickly redunant and expensive to adapt. Rather
than adapting the existing strucutre, the skin
becomes the lightweight carrier and connecter to
the utilities and commoditied delivered by the car
before being sent to the home.

Contained within the skin are a number of systems
that will improve the performance of the home.
Rainwater harvesting and sprinkler system to provide
water to high-tech vertical garden. Photovoltaics
with a converter and inductive charging pad to power
the autonomous vehicle and home. HVAC system
regulates temperature, circulate air and inflates the
ETFE skin. A robotic arm automates the process of
removing and attaching commodities to the vehicle
such as greywater, food and electricity.

Services
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>

<
Occupying Heritage and the Skin 1

Adapting Heritage for Autonomous Utilities 1

Inside the home, the occupant can enjoy
unaltered heritage without the need for any further
modifications to allow for comfort. Vernacular
construction techniques such as dry stone walls,
timber joist ceilings and single glazed window can
remain untouched and celebrated. The skin allows
for new forms of inhabitation and performances
around the home. All-weather play spaces and
vertical, indoor growing allows for year round food
production that the family can consume.

The light-weight skin is made of the redunant
20th Centruy infrastructure removed from the
landscape. The primary structure is made from
recycled electricity poles. The tensegrity prisms
are created from timber that has been salvaged
from the landscape. The cables is created using
disused telecommunication cables. The ciruclarity
of matierals is cental to the adaptation of heritage.

Services
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THE SPACE AGE
1957

Closure of major Brick
Makers

Gas Nationalised with
local Gasworks closed

People

Foot and Mouth
Outbreak

Jan 1995: Thirlmere
flooded town of
Grasmere

July 1988: Grasmere
Wettiest month of
20th Century

Rise of Electronics
Advanced Telecommunications and
Computers
Biotechnology and Robots

Energy Sources:
Nuclear Energy

Closure of major
Chemical Factories

Haig Pit, Cumbria’s last
deep coal mine, finally
closed

Rapid increase in
car usage

Public Electric Supply to
Lake District
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5% of Lake District is
Forested

Closure of Iron
Mining Industry

Closure of Barytes
Mining Industry

•25% of British Railway Tracks: 4000 Miles
•50% of British Railway Stations: 3,000 Stations
•70,000 Jobs
•300,000 Goods Wagons

Resultant Loss of:

BEECHING REPORT

FOUNDED

•North West Water Authority - Water Act 1973
•North West Water plc - 1989
•North West Water plc & North Western Electricity Board - 1995
•United Utilities - 1995 to Present
•United Utilities and Severn Trent Water - Water Plus - 2016

History:

WHAT HAPPENS
TO OUR
WATER?

Increased Usage

Increased Pipelines
Projects

STAGE 02.

V.P Al Gore raises issues of
Climate Change

EUROPEAN UNION FORMED

NORTH WEST WATER PRIVATISED

Closure of Wolfram
Mining Industry
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Dark Tourism

Proposed further Expansion

Uncontained. 10,000 years
expiry date

Oversubscribed and used
inappropriately

Antibiotics: Readily
Available and affordable

2F
.

Severe damage to
Eco-system and Landscape

Increasing Health issues

Human Exposure to
Chemicals

2G

.

ACCIDENT

Euopes largest Nucelar Waste
storage

Increase in Cancer deaths in
surrounding National Park

Nuclear Waste leaked into
British Channel. Severe tidal
erosion and contamination

Re-useable Uranium,
Plutonium, and highly
Radioactive Fission products
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BRITIANS WORST NUCLEAR

NUCLEAR POWER STATION
WINDSCALE FIRE:
Sellafield Reprocessing Plant

SELLAFIELD NUCLEAR SITE:
WORLDS FIRST COMMERICAL

LAKE DISTRICT

THE COUNTY OF CUMBRIA IS FORMED

GEOPOLITICAL TENSIONS

1969

INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

THE THIRD

INDUSTRIAL
REVOLUTION
1870

Decline of Pottery
Industry

NATIONAL PARK

Closure of Cotton Mill
Industry

STAGE 01.

Closure of major
Explosive Works

Closure of Lead and
Zinc Mining Industry

Closure of Corn Mill
Industry

THE SECOND

1765 - 1870

THE END
OF THE
ROMANTICISM
ERA

1A

.

Lakes make up 2% of Earths
surface yet store 100 times more
CO2e than the Oceans.

84,000,000 - 250m Tonnes
CO2e stored in Lake District
Peatlands.

15,700,000 Tonnes CO2e
produced from Industry
annually.

12,600,000 Tonnes CO2e
stored in Lake District
Woodlands.

11,000,000 Tonnes CO2e
produced from Residents and
Visitors annually.

Trapped Carbon:
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Energy Sources:
Electricity, Gas &
Oil

Thirlmere Flooded

Decline of Slate Mining
Industry

Closure of Copper
Mining Industry

Major Marine and
Shipbuilding Industry opened
in Barrow in Furness

Decline of Wool Industry

Haweswater Flooded

Thirlmere
Aquaduct
Phase 11

Human Demands far
exceed Human Rights

Human Demands
far exceeds
Nature

Biotic vs Abiotic

Local species
endangered

Manmade
Eco-system

Displacment of
Residents and
employment

Hamlet of
Wythburn
Destroyed

Thirlmere
Aquaduct
Phase 1

Manchester Waterworks Act
of Parliament

National Trust Founded

Lake District Defence Society
Founded

THE END
OF THE FIRST
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION

.
3A J.
2
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Windermere Railway Line
extended

Thirlmere Water Act of
Parliament

Significant decline in
Mining since 12th Century

1880
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Services
Who’s in Control?

Anarchy

End of Government

End of Privacy

Social Media turns Police

Humans need not to apply

Mass Unemployment caused
by robots and Automation

Cognitive
Dissonance

Advancements in
Social Media

Advanced AI’s:
The Singularity

STAGE 03.

Mass Migration:
Water Wars

Land clearance for
Argiculture

Argicultural Demands

Famine

Consumerism

World Carbon Emissions
rise 2.7% in 2018

Fatalities

Time is Money

Work, Work,
Work

Closure of
Boarders

Social Anarchy

Genetic
Modification of
Humans

Freedom of
Speech

Geo-Political
Tension

Reoccuring
Droughts and
Floods

Drying of Bog
Peatlands

Rapid Spread
of Disease

Food and
Water Security

Species
Migration

Unbreathable
Cities

MircoClimates

Lost Cities
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II. Northern Neitherland

Global Disease:
Depression

WHAT IF
SCENARIO

End of the NHS

Demands on Healthcare

Ineffective Treatments

Contaminated People

Flooding Fortunes
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CLIMATE
REFUGEES

Ar

AI Automated
Everything

Mass Species
Extinction

Global
Superclimate

Higher Aged
Population

Fertilsers: Manure and
Human Faeces

2A.

2C.

2B.
1O.

.
1N
1M

11,000,000 Million
Tonnes of C02e

1C.

1D
1E. .

1B.

Name
15%
10%
6%
2%
9%
3%
1%
1%
6%
4%
2%
3%
2%
5%
2%
0.5%
2%
1%
2%
9%
1%
2%
1%
1%
1.5%
5%
3%
1%

Percentage

Renewable Total: 3,871,500,000 kWh
2.13% of total Energy output is renewable.

Hydro Electric - 16,500,000 kWh
Wind and Wave - 2,728,900,000 kWh
Land Fill Gas - 690,500,000 kWh
Sewage Gas - 93,500,000 kWh
Other BioEnergy -266,300,000 kWh
Solar PV - 75,900,000 kWh

NW Renewable Sources:

Household Fuel and Electricity
Driving
Personal Flights
Other Transportation
Food and Drinks from Shops
Dining
Recreational Activities
Electrical Goods
Other Non- Shopping Goods
Other Bought Services
Water, Waste and Sewerage
Healthcare
Education
Public Admin
Building Construction
Household Fuel and Electricity
Driving
Other Transportation
Food and Drinks from Shops
Accomodation and Dining
Recreational Activities
Other Non-Food Shopping
Other Bought Goods
Healthcare
Public Administration, Services and Water
Flights
Driving
Other Transporation

• Investment into
Sustainable Energy
and new technologies.

• Replanting of
Woodlands.

• Implementing new
legislation and
Carbon Tax.

• Restoration of
Wetlands and Carbon
Capture Landscape.

• Significant reduction
in Argiucultural
Carbon Production

• Removal of
32million Cars in UK.

2050 Carbon Neutral:

1,650,000 C02e
1,100,000 C02e
660,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
990,000 C02e
330,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
660,000 C02e
440,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
330,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
550,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
55,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
990,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
220,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
110,000 C0 2e
165,000 C02e
550,000 C02e
330,000 C02e
110,000 C02e
11,00,000 C02e

Carbon (Tonnes)

2010

Definition:

•Zinc Spelter

•Woolen Mills

•Wood Mills

•Wind Turbines

•Tool Handles Mill

•Textile Mill

•Tanning Mills

•Sulphuric Acid

•Soap Production

•Slate Mining

•Sickle Mills

•Shipbuilding

•Saw Mills

Railway Construction

•Pottery Manufacturing

•Potash Kilns (Salt)

•Plastic Production

•Pharmaceutical Industry

•Pencil Making

•Paper Mills

• Nuclear Power Station

•Marble Polishing

•Magnesite Plant

•Limestone Quarrying

•Lime-burning Industry

•Leather Manufacturing

•Lead Mine

•Iron Mine

•Iron Manufacturing

•Horse-Shoe Tiles (Drainage)

•Gypsum and Plaster Industry

•Gunpowder Mills

•Gasworks

•Fulling Mills

•Flax Mills

•Footwear Manufacturing

•Fertiliser Works

•Farming

• Dyestuffs Industry

•Cotton Mills

•Corn Mills

•Copper Mines

• Copperas - Iron Pyrites

•Comb Making

•Coal-Tar Chemicals

•Charcoal Burning

•Canal Building

•Brick-Making

•Brewing Mill

•Bobbin Mills

•Bleaches and Dyestuffs

•Biscuit Making

•Barytes Mining

•Alkali Production

•Airship Building

Former Industries:

Anaerobic Digestion - Organic Wastewater produced into Biodegradable material (fertiliser) and Biogas.
Artificial Photosynthesis - Establishing Reusable Energy from burnt Fuels through the use of C02 and Photon Energy Conversion.
ATES - Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage - Open Loop System storing Seasonal Water for Heating and Cooling.
BECCS - Bio-Energy with Carbon Capture and Storage.
BTES - Borehole Thermal Energy Storage - Storing Seasonal Solar Energy in underground Boreholes with good Thermal Storage.
Carbon Sequestration - Capture of Atmospheric Carbon through Bio-Chemical/Physical Processes and storing in Vegetation.
CHP - Combined Heat and Power - Recovering Waste Heat from Energy Production and converted into Steam, Cooling and Heating.
Enhanced Geothermal Systems - Circulating Water into Geothermal Boreholes. Steam is captured as it rises to generate Electricity and Heat.
Hydroponics - Cultivating Plants through Closed Loop Systems. Plants receive continous nutrients from sunlight, animal waste and water.

Residents: 1A
1B
1C
1D
1E
1F
1G
1H
1I
1J
1K
1L
1M
1N
1O
Visitors: 2A
2B
2C
2D
2E
2F
2G
2H
2I
2J
1 Day: 3A
3B
3C

Number

Total Footprint of Cumbria’s Residents and Visitors per Annum (M.Tonnes of C02e)

Spread and Exposure

Reduce Infection: Human
Demand

Food Consumption: Fatten
Livestock

Increasing
Human
Population

Creation of Superbugs

Contaminated Water

Contaminated Water:
Aquaculture

SAVE THE
TURTLES

VR Trial and
Error

Consumerism
Demands

Affected Trade and
Tariffs

No Deal? Hard
Boarder

Increased Illness

Contaminated Lifestyle

CARBON
NEUTRAL 2050
in
PLAN Tourist
Seconds

Dwindling World
Resources

1.5-4 Metre Sea Level
Rise

MELTING OF GREENLANDS
ICESHEETS

Rainforest Fires

Contaminated Food

BREXIT

UNISCO WORLD
HERTIAGE SITE

Contaminated Surfaces:
Human Contact

No Storm
Defences Integrated

Lack of Public Transport

LAKE DISTRICT
BOUNDARY EXTENDED

United Utilities fined for
supplying contaminated water to
300,000 customers

Increasing Algae Blooms

Storm Desmond
Flooding

Food Production:
What we consume

Closed Boarders

MORE PLASTIC
THAN WATER

Quarantine

Contaminated
Environment

Contaminated Soil:
Wastewater and Soil Runoff

8% of Lake District is
Forested

47 Million Visitors to
Lake District

Worst UK Rainfall and
Flooding since 1914

Energy in the North West - Energy Usage Report.
Hidden Manchester Map - Thirlmere Aquaduct.
ArgicultureVictoria - Livestock Water Requirements.
United Utilities - Reservoir Mapping and Proposed Schemes.
Lake District Official - The Greenhouse Gas Footprint of Cumbria Report.
Lake District Official - Carbon in the Lake District.
New Economy - Manufacturing and Nuclear in the North West Report.
Smartcities Resilent Landscapes + Eco-Warriors - CJ. Lim and Ed Liu.

Map Sources:

•Water Leakages

•Unrealistic Targets

•Unemployment

•Soil Degradation

•Social Deprivation

•Sellafield Nuclear Plant

•Polluting Transport

•Political Selfishness

•Overeliance on Tourism

•Overusage of Fresh Water

•Natural Mineral Extraction

•More Robot than Human

•Mining

•Loss of Tradition

•Loss of Biodiversity

•Landfill

•Lack of Renewable Energy

•Lack of Locality

•Industrial Movement

•Increasing Population

•Increased Conjestion

•Increased Carbon Emissions

•House Prices

•Global Warming Crisis

•Flooding

•Freedom of Speech

•Fossil Fuel Reliance

•Forest Fires

•Detergents & Fertilzers

Exploitation

•Endangered Eco-Systems

•Eco Terrorism

•Economic Priorities

•Drought

•Deforestation

•Consumerism

•Climate Refugees

•Carbon Tax Required

•Argicultural Dipping

•Amazon is Politics

•Algae Blooms

•Air Pollution

•AI

•Age Dependent Population

Mass opposition of
Wind Turbines and
Hydro Electric Schemes

First Wind Turbines
introduced to Lake
District

TIPPING POINT

Heavy
conjestion and
human erosion

Damage to Paths
and Infrastructure

2010: Severe
Drought

Animal Consumption
of Antibiotics

2E.
2D.

1G.
1H.
1I.

•Acidic Drainage

•Abiotic vs Biotic

Controversies:

2020

2010

Common Lands Act,
2016

.
1L
.
1K
.

Proposed Pipeline from
Cumbria to London to
meet Water demands

1J.

November, 2009:
Severe Flooding

1F.

<

Flooding Fortunes 2

The rural has often been a key source for utilities in
major urban centres. The exploitation of the rural
landscape has often focused on water resources for
supply or energy generation. Examined here is the
way in which policy, infrastructure and management
of fresh water supplies impacts urban and rural
development in significant ways. The Lake District
played a vital role in allowing the rapid expansion
of Manchester during the Industrial Revolution by
supplying it with clean drinking water - it continues to
this day. Ensuring the complex relationship between
the rural and urban need for water during extensive
changes to the climate requires effective policies
and management practices.

62
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People

<
The Ulverston Canal Redevelopment 3
The Ulverston Canal Waterfront development plan
is a breakthrough in urban, resilient development
that honors the town’s relationship with the
coastline. The canal and its wider environs are
acknowledged as having a great wealth of wildlife
value. The ecological impact assessment of the
canal has been identified as a baseline range of
species. However, the canal is losing its importance
and the sea is at the stage of getting detached from
the city of Ulverston.
>
Marina Masterplan 3
The major area of focus is the reinforcement
of the canal town by supporting a high-quality
environment for waterfront activities, leisure,
business, and sustainable industrial development.
The regeneration of canal waterfront will help in
strengthening the interface of the city with its water.

>
Marina Community Park 3
New public, civic spaces are created between the
canal and the town in order to foster economic
change. The scheme images the relocation of
activities commonly associated in the Lakes mainly boating, yachting and jet-skiing - to the new
estuary condition. New forms of economic intensity
are thus created at the edges of the national park
commonly bypassed by visitors.

Services
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DESIGN SOLUTION

ISTING FARMYARD

heat grid

heat pump

sedimentary rock layer
underground aquifer

drilling geothermal heat source

connecting households

DESIGN SOLUTION
Windermere
GSEducationalVersion

surplus heat
High Wray

natural
hot water

linking bathhouse to thermal source

>

connecting households

GSEducationalVersion

Existing Farm Building 4
This proposal looks at the synergies between
tourism and existing heritage to create a new district
heating systems. It questions how an existing barn
can be converted into a thermal heat farm? Excess
heat from a geothermal system is used in a bath
house, creating slower forms of tourism and bring
valuable economic assets to new areas of the Lake
District. At the same time it provides free heating to
the local homes.
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People

IMPRESSIONS

>

DESIGN CONCEPT
GSEducationalVersion

Internal Perspective
1

cascade of pools

4

The bath house used by visitors and tourists helps
pay for the long term maintenance and running the
residents district heating system.

2

upward procession

<
Cascading Pool Concept 4

3 folded scheme

4 placement within existing build

A series of staggered pools allow visitors to use
experience different water temperatures as it
cascades through the system. The pools only use
excess heat from the district heating system. The
synergies and the different heat requirements of
the system unlocks the natural potentials of the
landscape and provides at centralised heating
system that is sustainable and resilient.

GSEducationalVersion

Services
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1

2

<

>

Behaviour of Nature 5

Water System: Natural Machine 5

Research into the behaviour and character of water.
What happens when water is displaced in various
ways and what effect does gravity, structure of the
subsurface and speed on water have?

The natural water buffer works like a machine. A
machine that maintains its own buffers through
natural thrust and guidance. The buffers can be
used functionally by correctly positioning the
water buffers and by using flooding effects. The
top open water pond acts as the main buffer that
flows its surplus water over the edge to the second
underground buffer. This allows the system to
feed the residents of Blindcrake with rainwater in
both summer and winter. Drought is increasingly
becoming an emerging problem in addition to the
other extreme, the added rainwater in the area. The
system allows these extremes to work together. And
when there is an abundance of water, the water is
naturally let back into natural watercourses.

AVIOR OF
URE

into the behavior and character of water.
pens when water is displaced in various
what effect does gravity, structure of the
and speed on water have? In my experide mom-made floors to see which way the
ld take to eventually continue. On various
ou saw that water remained in concentraaround swirling, with the sides dragging

more natural dam each time. From this I concluded
that in the crucial place such as with the building,
solid elements had to be developed. The fact that the
floors started to arise gave me the idea to place the
buffers under each other. just as you powdered flour
through a save in a natural way, I envisioned how the
water filled the other buffer during overcapacity.
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Climate

ARM OF THE
DRY VILLAGE
The heaviness of the pond, which is impressive in
space, draws attention to the light groove between
the front and the back. There the path forms a mediator in which the water is the connecter. Because people walk through the route, they may or may not have
a light experience with the water dripping down. The
sun that finishes the glare on the various finishes makes the contrast.

Mobility

People. Place. Tourism.

Our current way of moving through low-density landscapes is based on private
mobility. The car has locked our means of travel into a limited set of industries and
infrastructures that are proving hard to remove ourselves from. The limited ability of
public mobility to effectively manage our needs in such a large, distributed landscape
requires new forms of sustainable, smart travel. Here, projects examine: how mobility
car detach itself from the private vehicle; how we can create pieces of infrastructure
that bring climate defensive systems as well as mobility system; and, how slow
tourism can unlock new ways of traversing the landscape. The Lake District struggles
with peaks in traffic far beyond the capacity of infrastructure. Ensuring that the region
can deal the major fluxes and flows is critical to ensuring our reliance on fossil fuels
is reduced. The project enhance synergistic relationships with food, water and energy
while exploring how climate proofing can also help pay for new travel networks.

1

Smart Grid: Architecture in an Autonomous
Landscape
Riane Samir

2

Don’t Fight the Water, Embrace it!
Anne Taeke Meijer

3

Water Defence: Trial Kescale
Jacob Krol

4

Sustainable Hiking and Accommodation in
Hawkshead
John Stuifzand

We ask:

1

How can mobility be flexible, cost effective and convenient
without

2

What does the car-free low-density region look like?

3

What forms of other forms of mobility can operate in such
a low-density landscape?

4

Are there ways to reduce our reliance on fossil fuel
mobility?

5

Can travel unlock new ways of viewing and engaging with
the landscape?
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People

>
The Car-free Lake District
The car-free Lake District is not as it first appears.
To enable it, the periphery of the national park would
be populated by significant numbers of car parks
due to the current and projected reliance on private
mobility. These nodes would become pinch points
as visitors arrive and cause significant strain on
regional infrastructure and services. Therefore, the
reimagining of mobility in the Lake District must be
predicated on a different thesis.

Mobility

70

<
Public Transport and Access
In a low-density landscape, the porvision of effective
and direct public transport is difficult and expensive.
When analyising the time it takes to move from
key nodes of public transport to areas of interest
in the national park, the time and distance travelled
is significantly greater than private vehicle use.
Therefore, effective mobility in the area requires it to
be as quick and direct as a car.
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People

>
One Day of Driving in the Lake District
Residents in the Lake District are heavily reliant on
the private vehicle to move about. Here the daily
movement of a family is measured in distance and
time. When children are taken into account, the
parents (typically the drivers) can spend hours in
the car each day and cover significant distances.

Mobility
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<
Infrastructure and Place
Implementation of an autonomous mobility system
will enable people and goods to move in a smart
and fluid manner across significant distances.
Commodities like food, water and energy can be
moved through the autonomous vehicle as well.
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People

>
The future of the village street

1

The landscape will become totally free from visible
infrastructure, adding value to the world heritage
status the Lake District is supposed to reflect.
People will regain control of the streets. It will
appear as pristine and perhaps untouched. In reality,
the landscape will remain a highly technological
system.
>
The Journey of the Car 1
60 degrees of visibility around the car at up to
250 meters of range. A forward-facing radar with
enhanced processing provides additional data
that enables the car to see through heavy rain, fog,
dust and even the car ahead. As a vehicle passes
by a building, it will be able to read stats sent via
5G, allowing it to understand the amounts of
commodities it contains. If the vehicle detects low
quantities, it will either make a stop to replenish
commodities of the building or activate an alert that
will immediately call an available vehicle in the area.

Mobility
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<
Dancing Streets - Proposed Street Plan 2
The proposal looks at a novel way of changing
the streets of Windermere to deal more effectively
with major flooding events. Acting as bins during a
dry spell, or a flat surface of the road for traffic or
parking, it transforms during flooding events. The
vessels act as a form of distributed attenuation
system embedded in the street, a place typically
used less frequently during a major flooding event. It
also counteracts the effects of run-off from streets,
which typically compound flooding issues in urban
and rural settings.

GSEducationalVersion

<
Dancing Streets - Proposed Cross Section 2
The dancing street is enabled by adding an element
to the design of the drainage street. The street is
provided with bins that are on the same level as
the street in dry weather. In heavy rainfall, the pipe
system under the street is filled with water. The bins
are pushed up by means of the water pressure. The
dancing street makes the residents of the street
aware that they no longer have to fear the water.

>
Dancing Streets - Proposed Visualisation 2
The dancing streets of Windermere on a dry day and
during a major flooding event.
GSEducationalVersion
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MAIN INGREDIENTS

<
Strategies for a mobility and flood defence
system 3
Incorporating multiple functions to a major piece of
infrastructure, this trail in Keswick connects people
to their landscape and heritage while providing flood
defences to the town.
WATERDEFENCE LINE

WALKING / CYCLE TRAIL

REGULATOR

COMMUNITY ASSISTING

>
Proposed Infrastructure Perspective 3
>

KESWICK

Proposed Infrastructure Details 3

DETAILS

PRINCIPLE B 1:20

PRINCIPLE C 1:20

P+ 3450mm

P+ 2600mm

P+ 2200mm

P+ 1300mm

P=0

P=0

P- 1000mm

P- 1000mm
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>

“views to kill”

Sustainable Hiking and Accommodation 4
The proposal looks at the provision of hiking trails,
viewing platforms and accommodation along
historic walkways around Hawkshead. It provides
long distance forms of travel that connects visitors
to areas otherwise deemed remote. It offers
sustainable forms of accommodation for overnight
stays that are embedded in the terrain, giving hikers
a unique views.

sustainable hiking and accommdating
Hawkshead - Hawkshead (44,5km)
<

Studio 6 - John Stuifzand
26 june 2020

Proposed Walkway Plan 4
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>
Proposed Viewing Platform Perspective & Plan 4

Mobility
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Policy

Conservation. Heritage. Management.

Policy has the potential to drastically shape and transform low-density landscapes.
However, the blanket use of policy across a large landscape often forgets the local
differences and needs of a place. Economic and environmental priorities can vary and
thus, a flexible framework for defining policy is required. The Lake District is highly
charged in terms of policy. Primarily aimed at the preservation of World Heritage
Status, the stasis of place can become paralysing instead of liberating. As such,
new methods and practices of conservation and heritage must unlock and celebrate
technology and innovation of today - it will be, after all, future heritage. Interfacing
between the global system and local flows is critical to forming policy that can
celebrate and enhance environmental, economic and cultural heritage.

1

The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage
within a Self-Replicating Landscape
Jason Crawford

We ask:

1

What policies shape the development of the region?

2

How does it benefit some areas as opposed to others?

3

How can policy be utilised to enhance heritage, industry
and tourism?

4

How does the global connect with the local and what
policy informs it?

>
Genesis. Birth. Creation.
This project explores the conditions of authenticity
and the nature of rural and urban artefacts as
products of spatial ordering and preservation
through timeless heritage within the Lake District
National Park. The abundance of the Lake Districts
vernacular buildings, objects and artefacts support
a complex synthesised relationship between socialeconomic values and shifting perceptions around
protecting and preserving future heritage. Current
legislative framework, codes and policies endeavour
to fabricate engineered boundaries and constraints
between emerging technologies, material and future
techniques of preservation through mitigation and a
sense of false romanticism.
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Prime Minister (Boris Johnson MP)

MAIN CLIENT

Future Prime Minister (2024 - 2200)

UNESCO (United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organisation)

The UK Government (Westminister)

World Heritage Conservation

HM Treasury (Chancellor of the Exchequer)
INACCESSIBLE
HIGHLANDS
ECOTONE
ZONE

SELF
REPLICATING
LANDSCAPE

Secretary of State for Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy, and Minister for COP 26
(Alok Sharma MP)
ECOTONE
ZONE

RAISED INTER-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION

INACCESSIBLE
HIGHLANDS

SELF
REPLICATING
LANDSCAPE

Secretary of State for Housing,
Communities and Local Government
(Robert Jenrick MP)

Secretary of State for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs
(George Eustice MP)

Ministry of Housing, Communities
and Local Government

Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs

North West Regional Council

Natural Environmental Research
Council

Cumbria County Council

Development Control and
Regulation Committee

Department for Business, Energy
and Industrial Strategy

DEEP LAKE DISTRICT EXPANDS

HONEY POT

Secretary of State for Transport
(Grant Shapps MP)
RAISED INTER-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION

RAISED INTER-MODAL
TRANSPORTATION

SELF
REPLICATING
LANDSCAPE

HYPER
GLOBAL
ECONOMY

REGULATED
MOBILITY

HYPER-GLOBAL
ECONOMY

Business Support Groups
Visitor Economy Advisory Group
Rural Economy Ad. Group
Technical Officers Group
Employment and Skills Ad. Group
Transport and Infrastructure Ad. Group

LEAD CLIENT

North West Fund

National Park Authority

Private Investment Groups
County and Council Funds

Strategy Consulting (Financial,
Organisation and Acquisitions advice)
THE DEEP LAKE DISTRICT
AND FUTURE FORMS OF
HERTIAGE EXPAND ADJACENT
TO THE ECOTONE THROUGH
THE INTEGRATION OF THE
POLICY-SCAPE.

Lake District National Park Partnership
Committee

ACTion (Communities in
Cumbria)
EXISTING
INFRASTRUCTURE

Land Cooperative Model
Charity Investment

Cumbria Wildlife Trust

National Trust

Eden District Council

RSPB

Environment Agency

South Lakeland District Council

Friends of the Lake District

United Utilities (North West
Water)

Allerdale Borough Council
Lake District Business Task Force

STAGE 01: POLICY-scape Implemented
Date: 2025

STAGE 02: Expansive Territories
Date: 2050

PLANNING PROPOSAL
STAGES AND INTERVENTIONS
DATE: 10_03_20
CHK: JC
APPR: LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL AUTHORITY

PROJECT: POLICY-scape
PROJECT NO: 40105677
LAKE DISTRICT NATIONAL PARK

Cumbria County Council

Historic England

CLA (Land, Property and
Business)

Local Access Forum

University of Cumbria
Freshwater Biological Association

NN

Studio Northern
Neitherland

Woodland Trust
Lake District Foundation

Cumbria Local Enterprise
Partnership

Land Registry Authority
Lake District National Park

Copeland Borough Council

Natural England

Cumbria Tourism

National Farmers Union

Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs

• Each Region is responsible for protecting the regions past and future hertiage
(See Policies, Protocols and Practices in the Thesis Research: Solution).

• The Unpacking of Function is dependent on:
1.2 A: Local Trade and Cultural Branding
1.2 B: Employment, Investment and Financial Sustainability within Communities
1.2 C: Delivery Times, Services and Goods

• The Unpacking of Form is dependent on:
1.2 D: Conservation Areas and A/B Listed Buildings
1.2 E: Life Expectancy Evalutation of Materials
1.2 F: Dilapidated Structures, Extensions and Non-Localised Materials or Vernacular Style

1.3 CRADLE TO CRADLE

UED
E: ISS
POLICY
SCAP
THE

involve the Reconstruction of form to be reintegated into Communities and Services

1.4 CLIMATE EMERGENCY
• All Interventions must be in accordance with the UK and UN’s Carbon Neutral Targets

SIGNATURE
SUPERVISOR FOR THE POLICYSCAPE

>

C. ���A����G
P��SE

STAGE 08: POLICY-scape Completed
Date: 2200

NSTR

• All Unpacked Forms, Functions and Waste Streams require imaginative overhaul and

FOR CO

B. P���UC���N
P��SE

1.2 UNPACKING FUNCTION AND FORM

UCLast
TIONEco-Tone
STAGE 07: The
Date: 2150

3. �����I� Y ��B

STAGE 06: New Mobility Hubs
Date: 2150

1. �ATE���L S�O��GE

1.1 POLICY REGIONS

STAGE 05: Removal of Outer Lake District
Date: 2125

��GE ��NE
2. ��S���

4. C��NEC���N
����N�L

STAGE 04: Mid-Way Point (Project Analysis)
Date: 2100

SECTION 25: POLICY-SCAPE TERMS AND CONDITIONS
STAGE 03: Mountainous Maintenance
Date: 2075

STAGE 02: Expansive Territories
Date: 2050

STAGE 01: POLICY-scape Implemented
Date: 2025

Forestry England

Department for Transport

5. D��IVE�Y OR
C��LEC���N

A. �A����G
P��SE

STAGE 05: Removal of Outer Lake District
Date: 2125

Cumbria Association of Local
Councils

Planning towards a United POLICY-scape

Planning Towards a United Policy-scape 1

II. The POLICY-scape: Crafting Future Heritage within a Self-Replicating Landscape

Explored through policy are both a permeable and
transitory approach to the issues surrounding
people, place and function within the National Park.
The accumulation of localised materials and the
integration of a three-tiered POLICY-scape through
the creation of the Deep, Medial and Outer Lake
District, seeks to use policy as a controlled method
through the slow adaptation and forming of new
heritage.
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>

>
The Case for the POLICY-scape 1

Occupying the Eco-Tone 1

Each Policy framework provides either stringent
or lenient methods within the Lake District either
through the removal and unpacking of artificial
form and function or the creation and packing of
emerging bio-materials and future heritage into the
Deep Lake District. The cascading policy-scape for
the Lake District enabled authentic ideas of heritage
to flourish in Deep Lake District - the honey pot while the outer Lake District engages with global
forms of industry and resource supply. Each scale of
policy has differing ideas of materials use, speed of
change and industrial activity.

Between the tiers of policy exists the EcoTone, a shifting landscape in time between
tiers. The spaces are transformational,
as landscapes adapt and evolve with the
natural ecosystem. Water courses and
forest thrive while allowing corridors for the
packing and unpacking of the Deep Lake
District.

Policy
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>
The POLICY-scape: Production and
Consumption 1
The unpacking and packing of the Eco-Tone takes
place through umbilical superstructures. These
move materials, elements and urban paraphernalia
deemed unworthy in Deep Lake District. In the EcoTone, these materials are reworked and formed to
craft new forms of heritage and industry, some of
which return to Deep Lake District.
>>
Residing in the Eco-Tone 1
The Eco-Tone is a landscape of activity and material
movement. Residing in the Eco-Tone connects one
to the intensive corridors of packing and unpacking.
Villages in the Eco-Tone are zones of craft and
manufacturing, forming new economic potential.
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Tourism

Experience. People. Place.

The emergence of mass tourism in recent years is evident of the speed of globalisation,
making the world smaller. Low airfares and budget accommodation has resulted in
rapid and shallow experiences of places, people, culture and history. Gratification
secured through images posted to social media to portray enjoyment and engagement.
The environmental impacts are also evident with push back from residents seen in
place like Venice, Barcelona and Dubrovnik. Often the transient population larger
than the permanent, straining local services and infrastructure. At the same time, the
emergence of experience as the primary economic activity is informing how we use
and conduct travel. The Lake District is now littered with activities like quad biking and
off-roading. However, a more sustainable and ecologically engaged form of tourism
is required. The slow city movement seeks to capture authenticity and connected
experience with the culture, history and people of a location. The projects here
explore ideas of the experience economy, how tourism can engage with landscape
and heritage and ways that participatory tourism might give back to the environment.

1

Destination Anthropocene Park: Architecture
and the Tourism Experience
Lenny Chipawa

2

Flooding as a Tourist Experience
Nienke Veenhuis

3

Sustainable Hiking and Accommodation in
Hawkshead
John Stuifzand

4

Participatory Guest Houses: Landscape Restoration through Slow Tourism Residencies
Rachael Tillotson

We ask:

1

What does the ideal tourist look like?

2

How do we get them to spend more money in the region?

3

Does tourism need authentic experiences?

4

What does the experience economy tell us about the future
of tourism?

5

How does one reconcile tourism with climate change?
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>
Stratigraphic Analysis of the Lake District 1
The geological landscape of the Lake District
comprises of sedimentary and volcanic rock of
mainly Ordovician age, underpinned by large granitic
intrusions. Younger sedimentary sequences outcrop
on the edges of the Lake District area: Silurian to the
south; Carboniferous to the north, east and west;
and, Permo-Triassic to the west and east. The entire
area was covered by a Mesozoic sequence that was
eroded off during the Paleogene uplift related to the
opening of the North Atlantic. The project looks at
way of engaging visitors with this rich geological
landscape

People

Tourism
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<
Revealing the Glacial Landscape 1
The peak of the Devensian Glaciation was around
20-30,000 years ago. At this time, most of Britain as
was covered by a large ice sheet. This combined with
an ice mass over Ireland to form what is known as
the British-Irish Ice Sheet. This ice sheet was highly
dynamic, and numerical modelling has shown that
it fluctuated like a beating heart. Ice-flow patterns
were complex and changed over time, resulting
in unique features evident in the landscape today.
These include: aretes; drumlins; erratics; hanging
valleys; moraines; tarns; ribbon lakes; truncated
spurs; and, u-shaped valleys. The make for striking
features in the landscape; they are often on a large
scale and in remote locations.
>
The Experience Economy and Tourism in the
Anthropocene Park 1
Situated in the picturesque landscape of the English
Lake District, Destination Anthropocene Park is
a thesis that explores and aims to demonstrate
architectures potential for multidimensional
sustainability through a sequence of studies
and architectural experiments surrounding the
experience of travellers within the park. The thesis
proposes a sustainable regional strategy bringing
the field of tourism into dialogue with issues and
challenges which the anthropocene may pose to
the future of the UNESCO world heritage site. The
strategy aims to draw on synergies by bringing
together the local inhabitants of the region, nature
and the travellers in a sustainable and resilient way.
Despite different terrains evoking multiple attitudes
to the architecture that inhabits the landscape
creating a series of embedded moments along the
journey, the designs are founded in the principles of
the experience economy and slow city movement.
The architectural moments encountered by the
traveller are conceptualised through ideas of
embedded experience, permanence, temporality,
disappearance and camouflage. The interventions
respond to the maintenance and preservation of
the scenic time layered landscape recognising the
implications of the climate change emergency.
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<
Flooding as a Tourist Experience - A New Lake
Crossing 2

N

The crossing of Lake Winderemere can only take
place in a few select locations. This proposal looks
at a new means of cross the lake that has tangible
experiences with the different water heights of the
lake throughout the year.

WATER LEVEL DROUGHT
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>
Arriving at the Tower
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2

The towers are points during the crossing where
visitors can disembark from their boat and walk up
the tower to view the landscape from the water.

SECTION B

SECTION B

GSEducationalVersion
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SPRING

>
Proposed Seasonal Strategy - Spring Water
Levels 2
Each tower in the water represents a season. The
tower is like a basket filled with stone. With it’s
material it will blend in with the landscape during it’s
season. Thereby throughout the year you will have
a different view on the towers and it underlines the
changing of the landscape.

>
Seasonal Water Levels - Spring/Summer/
Autumn 2
The varying water levels throughout the year are
experienced by the tourist when crossing the lake.
The materials of the various towers hold clues to
former water heights over the years.

SECTION C
SPRING TOWER

SECTION C
SUMMER TOWER

SECTION C
AUTUMN TOWER

DIFFERENT SHADES OF LIGHT
AND SHADOWS.
MOVING OVER STAIRS.

DIFFERENT SHADES OF LIGH
AND SHADOWS.
MOVING OVER STAIRS.

HIGH WATER LEVEL
+3M

NORMAL WATER LEVEL
ABOVE CURRENT LEVEL

DROUGHT WATER LEVEL
-10M

Tourism

DIFFERENT SHADES OF LIGHT
AND SHADOWS.
MOVING OVER STAIRS.
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<
Rural Accommodation Visual 3
Embedding accommodation within the landscape
provides a dual purpose use of infrastructure. One
for land or farming management. The second, an
economic resource for tourism and engagement
with the cultural and landscape features of the Lake
District. The proposal for viewing decks and sleeping
spaces demonstrate the various typologies in which
adaptation can make them productive spaces to
visitors with materials softening the visual impact.
The typologies include the stone wall, the derelict
monument and the fell.

<
Interior Perspective from an Accommodation
Unit 3

“views to kill”
93

sustainable hiking and accommodating

People

>
Woodland Accommodation Visual 3

>
Restoring and Engaging with Existing Heritage 3

Tourism
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SHAPBECK QUARRY

>

PROJECT PROPOSAL

Restorative Tourism in the Shapbeck Limestone
Quary 4
This proposal looks at ways of dealing with the
industrial legacy of the Lake District through
slow tourism which is engaged with landscape
restoration through participatory action. The
project, in Shapbeck Limestone Quarry provides
accommodation from which residents can take
part in paying for and participating in the restoration
of the natural landscape to the quarry.
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CUMBRIA

Site Location Map 4

Tourism

>

>

SHAPBECK LIMESTONE QUARRY

Proposed Visualisations 4
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Often considered as constant, the mutability of our climate is becoming ever more
apparent due to climate change. Extreme weather events are more notable in rural
settings and the economic and psychological effects can span generations. To create
resilient and climate-proof regions, the adaptability of landscape, architecture and the
urban context must become embedded in how we design. The mitigation and adaptation
of landscape and the built environment to an evolving climate can ensure effective
action is taken on everyone’s behalf. This is viewed through three main strands in this
section: carbon sequestration, flooding; and, reparations.
The natural landscape is a carbon sink. However, as urban, infrastructural and
agricultural development takes place, the change in land use reduces the potential for
carbon sequestration. Capturing carbon is vital to offsetting the negative effects of other
activities. Travelling by plane on a holiday to the Lake District, for example; or eating
lamb for dinner while in Ambleside. Forests, bogs and pastures all capture carbon but
require careful management, expansion and preservation in the future. However, one
of the main challenges of increasing the area for sequestering carbon is the economic
value it has as other activities or functions. The tension between land value and income
potential with what it offers to the environment is out of balance. Therefore, a new way
of approaching ideas of carbon capture and financing it are required for mutability in the
right direction.
In recent years, the effects of flooding on the landscapes and towns of the United
Kingdom have become ever more obvious and publicized. The reaction of government
and communities is to deliver significant infrastructural investment that, seemingly, is
overcome a few years later by an even bigger flood. Attitudes to dealing with major
flooding requires forms of adaptation and mitigation that embody resilience beyond
the lifetime of an individual – and far beyond any government. The event horizon for the
effects of climate change on our landscape transcend hundreds and thousands of years
and, therefore, the respect and prioritisation of water’s potency must be acknowledged.
The project in this section look at how landscape and architecture can offer solutions to
the major challenges of flooding and how the education of visitors and residents about
flooding can unlock new ways of occupying these regions.
Any activity we undertake pays a cost to the earth. This is most evident in the
contamination and pollution we discard of onto our land and in our air, primarily from
industrial production. This is even in the Lake District. Reparation of our ecology,
biology and environment must be at the centre of how we treat our evolving low-density
landscapes. Ensuring we understand the impacts of our interventions is one thing but
to actively engage with the challenges of improving and enhancing these features is
even more difficult. Therefore, we present ideas here for natural ways of dealing with
the repair of the soils and wildlife in low-density landscapes. They are projects with long
event horizons and require vision. The process of healing the damage and destruction
we have sowed is a necessity and one we should endeavour to enact immediately.
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Carbon Sequestration
Energy. Global Warming. Management.

Different forms of vegetation sequester carbon are varying rates. One of the most
efficient land type for capture and store carbon is peat. The reduction of peatlands in
the Lake District over the last century has been because it has historically be a source
of fuel and the economic value of maintaining bogs does not pay off. The project
presented in this sections examines how the tension between the benefit bogs play
in capturing carbon can be complimented by the economic drivers of other activities
that can take place. It looks at how we can pay for the effective management of land
that helps our natural environment. Growing these lands take a very long time, far
longer than it take to destroy them. Long-term planning and expansion of these areas
is required to off-set our emissions as we move to carbon neutral.

1

Bogland Data Bank: Peat Reformation in the
Lake District
Chris Connolly

We ask:

1

What do we need to do to maximise the amount of carbon
our landscape can sequester?

2

How can we increase the value of that land to pay for
sequestration?

3

Are there ways to preserve and enhance the natural
potential of our landscapes?
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>
Economic Potential of Peatlands
For landowners to benefit from preservation of
the peatland habitats, it is vital that there is an
economic output of the landscape. This will ensure
the sustainability of the preservation process, with
financial and environmental rewards gained from
the landscape . It is important that with a proposal
for a bog landscape that existing functioning virgin
peatland should be left untouched where possible.
But wilh Lhe quantily of degraded and posl-induslrial
bogs throughout the LD and the UK, there is
plentiful opportunities to regenerate the landscape
environmentally and economically.
ServaI of the potential economic opportunities are
listed above, explaining why they have specific
qualities suitable for the wetland landscape.
Each suggestion also lists the sectors of the econ
omy that it will contribute to economically and en
vironmentally, These have been illustrated showing
those who ernit the rnost CO2 in the Lake District.
>
Integrating Technology and Nature
The Lake District peat soils cover over 40% of the
land, tese soil appear in various habitat types, with
a variety of different bog forms being present in
the lake district. It is estimated that there is 17,000
- 18,000km cubed of Peat soils throughout the
National Park, storing hundreds of thousands of
tonnes of carbon.

Carbon Sequestration
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<
The Formation of Boglands 1
The main aim for natural peat restoration projects
is to raise the water table level to waterlog the peat
soils. The peat soils are mounted up in bunds to
create cells to ensure even water level distributioned
throuhgout the landscape. Peatland has the potential
to store 261 tonnes of carbon per hectare.

<
Data Centre Technologies and Cross-Section in the
Boglands 1
The bund method is used for the data centre in order
to aid in the restoration of the peatland. As natural
vessales for preserving material elements, bogs are
appropraite for the preservation of contemporary
information. Embedded in a landscape that is
difficult to access and takes a long time to restore,
the provision of a productive bund system that pays
for the recovery of the landscape at the same time.
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>
Modular Data Centre 1
The modular unit will have an incorporated residual
heat recovery system above the server cabinets.
Here the heat given off the serviers will warm water
in a connected series of pipes. This will generate
steam which in turn powers turbines in order to
produce energy for the system.

>
The Data Landscape 1
The peatland expands over time, as does the data
centre. Each provides wider environmental and
cultural neccessities beyond its present landscape.
The peatland sequesters greater quantities of
carbon as it grows. This is facilitated by the
expansive data centre, bund system that stores the
digital information that is central to the economic
and cultural vitality of the 21st Century.

Carbon Sequestration
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Flooding

Biodiversity. Conservation. Wildlife.

As our climate changes, more extreme weather events are likely to occur, requiring
inbuilt adaptability to our landscapes, building and infrastructures. The U.K. is likely to
received wetter winters and drier summers. In recent years, prominent major flooding
events have drawn national attention. While significant efforts have been made to
fortify, divert and channel the water courses of the Lake District, flooding has still
occurred. If these events are likely to continue and get worse, are there other ways of
dealing with them? If so, how will it affect the way in which residents and tourists live?
The following projects explore how flooding can be viewed and managed through
different strategies. It looks at rainfall as a contributor to flooding but also the risk
posed by sea level rise and storm surges. The importance of water to the region is
clear but new paradigms for engaging with bodies of water are needed. The projects
re-imagine the ways in which visitors and residents become familiar and experience
flooding events that educates, while making communities and ecology more resilient.

1

2
2

Embrace Data
Bogland
the Flood
Bank: Peat Reformation in the
Lake District
Jessica
Scott
Chris Connolly
Hydrospine: The Interface between the Lake
District and its Water
Apurva Lengade

3

Living Resilient: Between Trees and Flooding
Julia Frohlich

4

Noah
Yasmin Veenstra

5

Grasmere Flood Spa
Davey de Nekker

6

Floating Spaces
Tiemen Wittermans

We ask:

1

How will climate change affect the frequency of flooding
events?

2

What interventions can be made in the landscape to
provide defence or acceptance of flooding, and is it
reversible?

3

How can climate adaptive architecture respond to extreme
events?

>
Before the Flood: A Critique of Flood Management
Interventions 1
It is a futile exercise, to an extent, to try and control
flooding. What would happen if we removed all of the
human-made flood defences and water attenuation
systems on the River Leven? By engaging in the
natural buffering landscape we can create a dynamic
landscape, exposed and consumed by different
amounts of water. Acknowledging this how do you
tune that landscape to be productive, desirable and
consumptive?
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‘THE SOURCE’

EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE

Masonry Weir Built in the 1930’s, the weir provides level
control for Lake Windermere. The 1966 Windermere & Ullswater Water Order allowed Manchester Water Corporation to
impound and abstract water from the lake. MWC increased
the weir height by 150mm in 1972 to allow more water to be
impounded.

Forestry Trees reduce soil erosion and runoff, slow floodwaters, provide habitats for wildlife and they absorb CO2 from
the atmosphere. At Newby Bridge there is a backdrop of low,
predominantly wooded fells. A series of predominantly green,
wooded and open mosses lie adjacent to the river channel.

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

Newby Bridge Orginally the bridge was wooden before it
was replaced by stone in 1651. It caters mainly for the passing
tourist trade as it is the first bridge, in the south, that allows
you to cross Lake Windermere. Often hinders water flow in
times of flooding.

NON-EFFECTIVE

EA Flow Gauge Weir builit in 1971 approximately 300m
downstream of Newby Bridge weir. This weir sits 0.5m above
bed level and it comprises of a compound crump weir with a
low central notch and two flanking crump crests. Environment
Agency Hydrometric station sits on the channel collecting data.

NON-EFFECTIVE

The Critque

Fish Sluice Gate controlling additional discharges of water
from Lake Windermere, managing the lake level, it assists in
the conservation of fisheries and ecology in the River Leven.
Built in the mid 70’s after MWC started extracting water from
Lake Windermere. Due to the 2009 the EA now open the gates
sooner during periods of very wet weater.

Current Flood Attenuation and
Management Strategies along the Leven
‘THE SOURCE’

‘THE CHANNEL’ 1.0

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
NON-EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFF

Before the Flood

Exploration of Distinctive
Characteristics Along the River Leven

Ainsworth Dam The weir is a concave structure spanning the
full width of the River Leven. There is a larinier fish pass structure on the right bank and an offtake for the amenity purposes
for the adjacent hotel, with an overflow back into the river.

Sluice Gate These modern automated sluice gates extract
water from the river and allow it to run powering the Low
Wood hydro power scheme. During the Autumn months when
a mass of leaves are falling into the river, the screen may have
to be cleared two or three times a day.

Backbarrow Bridge Traditional stone bridge. The bridge is a
restriction to large flood flows and prevents flood water from
overtopping the bridge leading to higher flood levels affecting
adjacent properties. In 2009, the bridge caused water to back
up therefore it submerged and overtopped.

Mill Race Sluice Gate These modern sluice gates extract
water from the river and allow it to run down the old mill race.
Formerly, this was to power the gunpowder mill but is now
used to generate electricity.

Split Flume Weir sitting just before Haverthwaite is a low
angled weir of 0.5m above bed level with no obvious purpose.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Ironworks weir 8m above bed level, situated above a natural
bedrock cascade system. A screenedside off-take channel on
the right bank is used as a hydropower scheme and returns
water to the Level immediately downstream of the cascade
system. The bedrock cascade, although forming a natural fish
pass, may be impassable at low flows.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Low Wood Bridge Built in the early 19th century from stone
rubble, its three elliptical arches cut through the river. Built
for the Low Wood ironworks, which was later taken over for
gunpowder works. Flowing from the southern edge of Windermere for 5km where it reaches its tidal limit at this bridge.

Forestry Trees reduce soil erosion and runoff, slow floodwaters, provide habitats for wildlife and they absorb CO2 from
the atmosphere. At Newby Bridge there is a backdrop of low,
predominantly wooded fells. A series of predominantly green,
wooded and open mosses lie adjacent to the river channel.

NON-EFFECTIVE
NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

NON-EFFECTIVE

Eel Dam The river passes under the 1970s A590 bridge into
this long stretch of water contained by a weir sitting 3m above
bed level. First built in early 18th century to power an iron
furnance now a hydro power station 800m downstream. Fish
pass the weir but maybe be impassable at low and high flows.
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Sluice Gate These modern automated sluice gates extract
water from the river and allow it to run powering the Low
Wood hydro power scheme. During the Autumn months when
a mass of leaves are falling into the river, the screen may have
to be cleared two or three times a day.

Mearness Embankment protects farmland from high tides

and has recently been mown by the Environment Agency to
facilitate mole detection. Area also supports sub-soiling programme, breaking up compacted layers of soil increasing water
infiltration, reducing run-off and increasing crop yield.

EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE

Mud and Sandflats This area is the largest continuous intertidal area of mud and sandflats in the UK, saltmarshes, shingle
beaches, and other important coastal habitats. Morecambe Bay
forms part of a series of west coast estuaries of outstanding
importance for numerous species of passage, breeding and
wintering water-birds. The area supports the third largest
number of wintering wildfowl in the UK.

Quick Sands and Deep Gullies cover a large area of Morecambe Bay making it a very treacherous place to be. People
have even drowned due to the conditions.

EFFECTIVE

Drainage Ditches and Leeves There is a regualar network of
drainage ditches at field boundaries and levees running parallel to the river as well as around Morecambe Bay.

EFFECTIVE
NON-EFFECTIVE
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over thousands of years because of the very high rainfall of the
area. These bogs have laid down deep peat deposits below the
extensive Sphagnum mosses on the bog surface.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Backbarrow Bridge Traditional stone bridge. The bridge is a
restriction to large flood flows and prevents flood water from
overtopping the bridge leading to higher flood levels affecting
adjacent properties. In 2009, the bridge caused water to back
up therefore it submerged and overtopped.

‘THE CHANNEL’ 2.0
‘THE SOURCE’

‘THE MOUTH’

EFFECTIVE

Newby Bridge Orginally the bridge was wooden before it
was replaced by stone in 1651. It caters mainly for the passing
tourist trade as it is the first bridge, in the south, that allows
you to cross Lake Windermere. Often hinders water flow in
times of flooding.

EA Flow Gauge Weir builit in 1971 approximately 300m
downstream of Newby Bridge weir. This weir sits 0.5m above
bed level and it comprises of a compound crump weir with a
low central notch and two flanking crump crests. Environment
Agency Hydrometric station sits on the channel collecting data.
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NON-EFFECTIVE

Ironworks weir 8m above bed level, situated above a natural
bedrock cascade system. A screenedside off-take channel on
the right bank is used as a hydropower scheme and returns
water to the Level immediately downstream of the cascade
system. The bedrock cascade, although forming a natural fish
pass, may be impassable at low flows.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Low Wood Bridge Built in the early 19th century from stone
rubble, its three elliptical arches cut through the river. Built
for the Low Wood ironworks, which was later taken over for
gunpowder works. Flowing from the southern edge of Windermere for 5km where it reaches its tidal limit at this bridge.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Mill Race Sluice Gate These modern sluice gates extract
water from the river and allow it to run down the old mill race.
Formerly, this was to power the gunpowder mill but is now
used to generate electricity.

NON-EFFECTIVE

Eel Dam The river passes under the 1970s A590 bridge into
this long stretch of water contained by a weir sitting 3m above
bed level. First built in early 18th century to power an iron
furnance now a hydro power station 800m downstream. Fish
pass the weir but maybe be impassable at low and high flows.

NON-EFF

Backbarrow Weir Lies adjacent
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Leven, just downstream of Backbarr
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NON-EFF

The Scaley Hole A very short pool

just below the dramatic Backbarrow
with kayakers due to the continu
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EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE

EFFECTIVE
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‘THE CHANNEL’ 1.0
Mearness Embankment protects farmland from high tides

and has recently been mown by the Environment Agency to
facilitate mole detection. Area also supports sub-soiling programme, breaking up compacted layers of soil increasing water
infiltration, reducing run-off and increasing crop yield.

Mud and Sandflats This area is the largest continuous intertidal area of mud and sandflats in the UK, saltmarshes, shingle
beaches, and other important coastal habitats. Morecambe Bay
forms part of a series of west coast estuaries of outstanding
importance for numerous species of passage, breeding and
wintering water-birds. The area supports the third largest
number of wintering wildfowl in the UK.

‘THE CHANNEL’ 2.0

‘THE MOUTH’

Flooding

There is a sense of containment provided by backdrop of low, predominantly wooded fells to the source
of River Leven. A series of predominantly green, wooded and open mosses lie adjacent to the river channel aswell as regular network of drainage ditches. The village of Haverthwaite sits along the channel,
with rendered and limewashed houses and large stone barns. The winding channel connects to areas of
sand and mudflats at low tide towards the mouth of the river opening to dramatic views southwards.
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Reference: Cumbria; the-landscape-its-heritage-and-its-people.pdf

It is a futile exercise, to an extent, to try and control flooding. What would happen if we removed all of the
man-made flood defences and water attenuation attempts on the River Leven? By engaging in the natural
buffering landscape we can create a dynamic landscape, exposed and consumed by different amounts of

Quick Sands and Deep Gullies cover a large area of Morecambe Bay making it a very treacherous place to be. People
have even drowned due to the conditions.

Drainage Ditches and Leeves There is a regualar network of
drainage ditches at field boundaries and levees running parallel to the river as well as around Morecambe Bay.

Roudsea Peatlands To the east o
bogs of Roudsea Moss and Holker
over thousands of years because of t
area. These bogs have laid down de
extensive Sphagnum mosses
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Proposition

The Future of the River Leven
1 Month Flood

HAVERTHWAITE

GREENODD

NEW TOWN ‘TEST BED’

NEWBY BRIDGE

HAVERTHWAITE

BACKBARROW

>

BACKBARROW

>

NEWBY BRIDGE

The Future of the River Leven
1 Year Flood

The Future of the River Leven: the 1 month flood 1
Monthly flood when following the removal of
human-made infrastructure that is deemed
ineffective in the long-term.
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The Future of the River Leven: the 1 year flood 1
Annual flood when following the removal of humanmade infrastructure that is deemed ineffective in the
long-term.

Climate

Proposition

Proposition

The Future of the River Leven
1 Year Flood

The Future of the River Leven
10 Year Flood

‘ The landscape is both a place and a state of mind. It is changing constantly. It moves through
seasonal cycles, natural processes and by human contact.’ Mark S. Smith [Art is Mapping]
HAVERTHWAITE

NEW TOWN ‘TEST BED’

NEWBY BRIDGE

BACKBARROW

HAVERTHWAITE

GREENODD

>

GREENODD

The Future of the River Leven: the 10 year flood 1
Once in a decade flood when following the removal
of human-made infrastructure that is deemed
ineffective in the long-term.

Flooding
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NEW TOWN ‘TEST BED’

The Four Realms of an E

Inspired by Pine & Gilm
What type of tourist are

EDUCATIONAL
‘THE SOURCE’

107

ESCAPIST
‘THE CHANNEL’ 1.0

Climate

ms of an Experience

d by Pine & Gilmore
pe of tourist are you?

ENTERTAINMENT
‘THE CHANNEL’ 2.0

ESTHETIC
‘THE MOUTH’

<
The Four Realms of an Experience 1
Flooding is extremely complex, the vagueness of
territories, the jurisdiction of ownership, and specific
geomorphological qualities all contribute to the
complexity. Government policies on the management
of water also reflect similar complexities. Human
demands and physical modifications forced onto
Lake Windermere, the UK’s largest body of water,
have strengthened the controversy between
water and land, as climate change intensifies the
dynamism and conflict will become even more
strained. Now is the time to ‘embrace’ the flood. This
can be achieved by promoting new micro-geography
interventions along the River Leven that have careful
consideration for the immediate and wider-scale
ecology. Establishing numerous opportunities to
exploit the future flooding through four different
realms of experience: educational, escapist,
entertainment and aesthetic.

Flooding
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<
The Case for a Tidal Barrage: Flood Risk and
Connectivity 2
The UK has seen a pattern of severe flooding over
the past ten years, and the Environment Agency
confirms that it is associated with an increase in
extreme weather events. The Environment Agency
also affirms that most of the Ulverston resides within
the indicative flood plain. Climate change means
that the threat of flooding and the rate of coastal
change will increase significantly hence putting the
coastal region of Ulverston town at risk. To prepare
for this risk, the introduction of the Tidal Barrage
Flood across Morcombe Bay estuary provides a
defence system. It strengthens Ulverston’s ability
to cope with flooding and coastal change which
sets out a long time approach to tackle the effects
of climate emergency that is predicted to flood
significant portions of land (in red).
>
Exploded View of the Tidal Turbine 2
The tidal barrage not only serves as a flood defence
and energy production system in Ulverston but it
also connects to the M6 Motorway thus reducing
the commuting period. It also creates a gateway
into Ulverston and the Furness Peninsula. The
Tidal basin which is created as a result of the Tidal
Barrage is additionally used to create a Waterfront
infrastructure to support Ulverston and revive its
interface with the sea by the establishment of a
Marina, thus enhancing tourism.

Flooding
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>

privat terraces
backside

Preparing for the Flood - Community Clusters 3

privat terraces
frontside

The homes are clustered in three as the existing
buildings of Lakeside along parallel lines. For more
privacy guests can use their private terraces on the
back and front side.

communal
water storage

community and clusters

The parallel line structure is divided
in several functions. The homes are
clustered in three as the existing
buildings of Lakeside. There are
communal
gardens
and
water
storage’s. For more privacy guests can
use their private terraces on the back
and front side.
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levels for
floodwarning system

Climate

BETWEEN TREES
AND FLOODING

Julia Fröhlich
26 juni 2020
Studio climate
adaptation
Landscaping,
Water Attenuation and
>

Redundancy 3

1

There are communal gardens integrated into
the landscape which contain essential water
attenuation vessels. The rising water level during
flood events will lead to filling the
water storage.
KITCHEN
Introducing different levels, the guests will be
warned as the water rises up and the landscaping
levels disappear.

2
3

4
7

5

5

(5)

6

7

section/ program
1 treehouse - living room
2 kitchen
3 dining
4 bathroom
5 bedrooms (variable in amount
of bedrooms for bigger group
accommodations
6 installations/pumps
7 waterstorage

Flooding
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wood

Impression.

Facades.

N OR TH.

WE ST.

SOUTH.

>

EAST.

Noah: Preparing for the Flood 4
Housing that adapts to water levels, providing long
term resilience to climate change at a household
level.
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Impression during a flood.

Facades during a flood.

N OR TH.

WE ST.

SOUTH.

>

EAST.

Noah: During the Flood 4
As water levels rise, the rooms typically underground,
become buoyant and rise with the water levels. It
is an amphibious building - sometimes on land,
sometimes on water.

Flooding
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dry situation.

<
FloodSpa - Before the Flood 5

Floodplain

This proposal offers a landscape attenuation
scheme for Grasmere with a new spa that changes
in layout with the rising and falling of water levels.

natural filter, catches essential nutrients during
flood and creates a place for flora and fauna to
florish

Height difference
Fresh and clear mountain water
Floodspa
Exit

The way of the water

The way of the water

Flooded situation

The way of the water

<
FloodSpa - During the Flood 5
The building layout is informed by the passage of
flood water around Grasmere and how this will
affect indoor pool spaces in the spa.

>
Proposed Visualisations 5
External and internal perspectives of the flooded
spa. It fosters a unique experience for the visitor as it
changes in operation and pool layout with the rainfall
and flooding of the landscape.
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North view.

Flooding
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BACTERIA
PLANTS

ANIMALS
FUNGI

GSEducationalVersion
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<
Floating Spaces 6
A concept for the protection of lakeside edges from
erosion and for the operationalisation of the lakes
to produce food.

PLANTS | GREENERY | CROPS

<
Proposed Visualisations 6
At the same time, the floating spaces provide
access to entertainment and leisure facilities while
also filtering the water through the growth of plants
and grasses.

WOODEN WALKING PATH

FILLING ELEMENTS

ANCHOR

CONNECTING PARTS

MAIN ELEMENTS: 4 DIFFERENT TYPES

>

sou

Construction Axonometric

6

The floating spaces are modular with flexible
connection joints.
GSEducationalVersion

Flooding
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<
Construction elements 6
A timber decking allows for pedestrian access while
the depth of the modular structure allows for the
growth of vegetations. An anchor keeps the floating
structure in place while pivoting connection joints
give the structure flexibility for any rough or choppy
water.

GSEducationalVersion

<
Model of Floating Spaces 6

>
Proposed Visualisation of Food Production and
Leisure Activities 6
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Landscape. Ecology. Agriculture.

Landscape, ecology and wildlife pay for any physical intervention human have on this
earth. In this section the projects explore how industry, infrastructure and agriculture
have impacted the natural environment. These impacts take many forms including
pollution, contamination, aesthetic impositions and habitat loss. Reversing the impacts
is the first challenge but healing and repairing the landscape is even more difficult. The
projects here look at both the removal and reparation of these landscapes in some
capacity. They are require visionary thinking and long-term planning as they utilise
circular material use and natural processes to undertake the work. Our low-density
landscapes require us to repair the damage inflicted by activities and extraction of
the natural world.

1

Meta Mining: Underground Greenhouses
Stravroula Perdikaki

2

Smart Grid: Architecture in an Autonomous
Landscape
Riane Samir

3

An Aesthetic Landscape: The Re-purposing of
an Unsustainable Agricultural System
Philip Richardson

We ask:

1

Are the impacts of land pollution and industry on the
natural environment reversible?

2

How can natural systems be used to solve the problem?
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>
The Extraction and Contamination of Mining in
Coniston 1
Industrial activities in the Lake District have created
long-term damage to the soil and waterways
of the region. Run-off from mines and quarries
have transported minerals used in extraction
and processing far down stream and into layers
of soil. These have detrimental ecological and
environmental, impacting the growth and prosperity
of flora, fauna and wildlife.
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LITTLE BLUESTEM

PRAIRE DOCK

SESBANIA CANABINA

COMPASS PLANT

INDIAN GRASS

1-2 f
5f

Demonstartion of the most powerful
roots in order to do the
rhyzoremediation

15 f

Map demonstrates the amount of water consumption that is needed in relation to the existed polluted underground mines in the area of Coniston

Howthorn
Dogwood tree
Yew tree
Mimosa tree

Mines

Apuleia leocarpa

Lime tree

Infographic shows the
current amount of zinc,
cadmium and copper in
the area of Coniston

White birch
Anadenther leocarpa
London plane tree

Poplar trees
Eucaliptus
Hemp
Bilberry

HERBACEOUS, GRASSES, FORBS
LITTLE BLUESTEM

HERBACEOUS, GRASSES, FORBS
LITTLE BLUESTEM

PENNISETUM AMERICANUM

KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS

PRAIRE DOCK

SESBANIA CANABINA

COMPASS PLANT

1-2 f

1-2 f

PENNISETUM AMERICANUM

KENTUCKY BLUE GRASS

PRAIRE DOCK

SUNFLOWER

ALFAFA

SESBANIA CANABINA

COMPASS PLANT

ALPINE PENNYGRASS

HEMP

INDIAN GRASS

5f

5f

15 f

15 f

Map demonstrates the amount of water consumption that is needed in relation to the existed polluted underground mines in the area of Coniston

Demonstartion of the most powerful
roots in order to do the
rhyzoremediation

Map demonstrates the amount of water consumption that is needed in relation to the existed polluted underground mines in the area of Coniston

Howthorn

Dogwood tree
Yew tree
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Mimosa tree

Apuleia leocarpa

SUNFLOW

<
Planting of Contaminated Landscape for Effective
Rhyzoremediation 1

PHYTOREMEDIATION /RHYZOREMEDIATION
PROJECT / STRATEGY

3d diagramatical maps demonstrates a 30 years strategy plan in the area of Coniston / Coppermines- Levvers Water.

2030

Levers Water

Non native species will introduced to the town. Tress like Apuleia Leocarpa, Poplar trees , Pines,
White Willows trees are some of the important tress for phytoremediation and rhyzoremediation

Utilizing natural vegetation for cleaning the soils
and waterways requires the identification of the
appropraite plants for the polluting minerals. The
root structure of different plants vary in depth
and absoption capacity which can help clean
contaminated landscapes.
>
Phyzo and Rhyzoremediation Site Strategy 1
This project, proposes a site strategy for Coppermines
that utlises phyzo and rhyzoremediation in order to
remove mineral detrimental to soil quality. While
the process can take up to 50 years, identifying
the appropraite plants for each location is vital.
The harvesting of the planting after the timeframe
will allow for utilisation of timber as well as the
extraction and reuse of the raw minerals previously
in the ground. While this is taking place, the mines
themselves can be used for the production of food,
like mushrooms, in underground greenhouses.

The maps also demonstate through
the- red bars- the reduction of
copper pollution from the soil ,with
the help of the proposed plants and
trees.

Coppermines Coniston

2040

It takes 10 years for a tree to do the rhyzoremediation and phytorediation process . Every 10 years the soil will be more and
more cleaner . The phytoremediation proposed strategy has as
a plan by 2050 to bring back all the native species of trees and
plants and keep the natural and original ecosystem as it is. The
introduction of many non native species into the site would
harm the ecosystem and change it, also the weather would not
allow
it
as
well.
all

Every 10 years more and more native species will come
back to Coniston and Coniston will become a big forested
town as it uses to be before the mine revolution
-15th century-. The whole idea will help animals to come
back to Coniston again and Coniston will be famous again
for its wildlife and the beatiful ecosystem .

2050

Sunnlower

Hawthorn

London Plane

White willow
Poplar tree

Pine tree

The contamination of the soil will be fully absorved by the
plants, and Coniston Old Mans’s and Coppermines will be a
safe and clean place for farming .This is going to create a socio
economic domino as it will help the economy by tourism , more
job opportunities. Native trees like Hawthorn , tilia Platyphylos, London plane , elder tree , tilia cordata will grow in the era
of
Coniston

Yew tree
Apuleia Leocarpa

Elder tree

Tilia Platyphylos
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<
Legacy of 20th Century Electrical Infrastructure
on the Landscape 2
The infrastructure of the 20th Century has drastically
influenced the aesthetic and environmental qualities
of the landscape. One prime example is the electrical
grid infrastructure. The map is a 1km x1 km square
of the Lake District at a key junction on the A591,
a junction that every car that enters the lakes will
be exposed to. In this small area there is a total of
6x400kv pylons, 14x240kv pylons, 21x33kv electric
poles and 16x11kv electric poles. In an area of hyper
low-density, rural homes are often located miles
apart. In order to maintain access to electricity,
the infrastructure must follow. This occurs in
many instances throughout the Lake District and
consumes a high volumes of valuable materials that
might be better used elsewhere, especially if the
home belongs to a seasonal resident.
>
Impact of a Smart, Distributed and Autonomous
Infrastructure on the Landscape 2
Unpacking the latent, ‘heavy’ infrastructure across
the landscape, allows it to return to its natural
aesthetic quality.
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<
‘Argi-Culture’ of the Lake District 3
The role of agriculture on the U.K. and Lake District
economies and what it means for our environment.
 

>
Rewilding the Lake District: The Formation of
Natural Territories for Species and habitats 3
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The Lake District’s beauty is largely resulted from
farming for many centuries. However, problems
have arisen as humans look at nature from a human
point of view, using it for their own advantage.
When we speak of a nature that has value, we
inevitably speak of a world that is favourable to
humans. Criticisms of farming techniques today
are considered ‘destructive’ by rewilders and
conservation groups, as old techniques that worked
with nature are no longer used. Aesthetic values with
heritage landscape and great cultural significance
within the Lake District causes many controversial
issues, specifically with sheep grazing.
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<
Reducing Land Intensity through Alternative
Strategies 3
This project proposes forming zones, or belts,
of farms that utilise current farming techniques
practices. By doing so, it frees up larger areas of
the Lake District for rewilding. These corridors
are adjacent to main infrastructure and mobility
networks that naturally are more managed but
also express the expected cultural agro-pastoral
landscape to the visitor. As a result, more isolated
areas, further from intense zones of human
population, ensures the ecosystem can renaturalise.
>
The Rewilding Zone: The Introduction of an
Aquaponic Facility 3
Today’s unsustainable farming techniques in
Staveley, aimed to maximize yield, is unable to
support biodiversity and ecosystem services.
Staveley is a village situated 4 miles north-west
of Kendal through which the River Kent flows. The
village is surrounded by pastures of land which once
used to be a forest, has now become a deforested
landscape dominated by sheep. Overgrazing has
increased throughout the years and subsequently
degraded the surrounding lands, preventing the
growth of more diverse plant species and the
increase in other wildlife that greater plant diversity
would allow;. with our existing agricultural system
in place, this will lead to catastrophic irreversible
effects on the environment and climate. How can
we adapt? Through the use of advanced technology
perhaps, there are many adaptation
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A Manifesto

Systems. Circularity. Lightness.

Low-density landscape are feeling the urban creep. As distributed methods of communication,
learning, working and resource delivery become ubiquitous in the rural condition, new
paradigms of operation are required to provide a sustainable and ecological framework
for development. Throughout the year, the projects encapsulated in this book highlight the
importance of viewing these low-density regions are their own cyborg. They have a different
condition and relationship with the global networks and systems. They rely on them as much
as an urban centre. As such, we have set out in the following manifesto a set of principles and
propositions by which architecture and urbanism must engage with the complexity of these
regions.
Design practice must acknowledge the expansive view of this landscape from the perspective
of time and geography. Firstly, the effects of climate change on our landscapes, buildings
and urban settlements requires viewing the anthropocene over hundreds, if not thousands of
years. Secondly, these spaces are reliant on disconnected place across the globe to provide
food, finance and energy. Equally, the are relied upon by others; in the case of the Lake District,
for literature and water. These expanded perceptions therefore be read in tandem with the
following propositions. They are seen as challenges, to stand for or against, depending on the
kind of place you hope to live.
The embodiment of speed and lightness are central. Adapting the evolving and transient
conditions, as made so evident in the first half of 2020, shows that prosperity relies on flexibility
and ability to be moulded in the time of crisis. It has also made clear that mutability is always
present, however, it is the pace of it that changes.
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Proposition 1.

Everything is now urban: the
Anthropocene is an urban condition,
everywhere we look, no matter how
remote, has some element of the manmade about it. Nuclear fallout from
atomic testing is now used as a glacial
dating tool in Antarctica: sea level rise
in the Maldives is a product of UK
industrialization.

Proposition 2.

It’s all about the process: we need to
stop looking with our eyes: the answer is
not an aesthetic one. Landscapes are a
network of flows, not a selfie opportunity.

Proposition 3.

Things go around in circles: we need
a closed material cycle, one that is
ecological. However, we also need a
circular monetary system that keeps
money in the region.
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Conclusion

Proposition 4.

Time is speeding up: not only has the
internet accelerated culture, but we have
also changed the glacial time of eons.
Suddenly the change in the geological
record is measured in seasons rather
than millennia. Nature will have to adapt
more quickly.

Proposition 5.

The rural condition is not natural: it’s as
man-made as the factory. Feeding the 9
billion will need a new agriculture.

Proposition 6.

The site must be seen as a body, a whole,
rather than this collection of parts, and
if the site is a body, then it must be
subject to the evolutionary forces of the
biotic. We intend to use these mutable
forces of evolution to create a new way
of designing the world.

A Manifesto for Low-Density Landscapes
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Globalisation and accelerated culture have blurred the lines
between the urban and the rural. The interest in this work is
founded in the idea that the nature of these territories is in
tension between the traditional ways it is viewed with the
contemporary ways in which interfaces with people, culture and
climate. The mutability of these realms means that the way in
which we design, and research, low density landscapes requires
an understanding of how we can nudge them on new, desirable
trajectories rather than resist the change.
The book shows this thinking through the design work of
students from Queen’s University Belfast and Hanzehogeschool
University of Applied Sciences. The design studios used the Lake
District as a case study for developing methods and practices for
ways in which to view and design for low-density landscapes.
We hope that the method of practice and ideas presented in the
Lake District can be utilised and translated to other territories.
Big questions are asked in relation to the future of low-density
regions, human settlement, technological adoption, cultural
acceptances and economic justice that enhances and preserves
our natural environment.
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NEITHERLAND: MUTABILITY AND LOW-DENSITY LANDSCAPES

Neitherland Mutability and Low-Density Landscape sets out a
framework for design practice in low-density landscapes that
accepts the speed of change experienced in the urban and rural
condition. Realms of mutability previously thought unimaginable,
are rapidly coming into focus, in particular, our climate. In order
to respond to climate change, new ways of designing for adaptable and resilient landscapes requires radical solutions.

